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SUMMARY FOR POLICYMAKERS
Natural gas production in the United States has increased
rapidly in recent years, growing by 23 percent from 2007
to 2012. This development has significantly changed
projections of the future energy mix in the U.S. Advances
combining horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing
have enabled producers to access vast supplies of natural
gas deposits in shale rock formations. This shale gas phenomenon has helped to reduce energy prices, directly and
indirectly supporting growth for many sectors of the U.S.
economy, including manufacturing.
This paper seeks to clarify what is known about methane
emissions from the natural gas sector, what progress has
been made to reduce those emissions, and what more can
be done. Box S-1 lists the paper’s key findings. Box S-2
describes the scope of this study.
Shale gas development has triggered divisive debates over
the near- and long-term environmental implications of developing and using these resources, including concerns over air
quality, water resources, and community impacts. One point
of controversy concerns the climate change implications
of shale gas development, in part due to uncertainty about
emissions of methane, a potent greenhouse gas (GHG) that
is the primary component of natural gas. Fugitive methane
emissions reduce the net climate benefits of using lowercarbon natural gas as a substitute for coal and oil for
electricity generation and transportation, respectively.
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Box S-1 |

Key Findings from the Working Paper

1. F ugitive methane emissions from natural gas systems
represent a significant source of global warming pollution in the U.S. Reductions in methane emissions are
urgently needed as part of the broader effort to slow the
rate of global temperature rise.
2. C
 utting methane leakage rates from natural gas systems
to less than 1 percent of total production would ensure
that the climate impacts of natural gas are lower than
coal or diesel fuel over any time horizon. This goal can
be achieved by reducing emissions by one-half to twothirds below current levels through the widespread use
of proven, cost-effective technologies.
3. F ugitive methane emissions occur at every stage of
the natural gas life cycle; however, the total amount of
leakage is unclear. More comprehensive and current
direct emissions measurements are needed from this
regionally diverse and rapidly expanding energy sector.
4. R ecent standards from the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) will substantially reduce leakage from
natural gas systems, but to help slow the rate of global
warming and improve air quality, further action by
states and EPA should directly address fugitive methane
from new and existing wells and equipment.
5. F ederal rules building on existing Clean Air Act (CAA)
authorities could provide an appropriate framework for
reducing upstream methane emissions. This approach
accounts for input by affected industries, while allowing
flexibility for states to implement rules according to
unique local circumstances.

While a shift in electric generation to natural gas from coal
has played a significant role in recent reductions in U.S.
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, more will need to be done
for the U.S. to meet its goal of reducing GHG emissions
by 17 percent below 2005 levels by 2020. A related WRI
report found that cost-effective cuts in methane leakage
from natural gas systems are among the most important
steps the U.S. can take toward meeting that goal.1 To
achieve climate stabilization in the longer term, policies
are needed to address combustion emissions through carbon capture and storage or by other means.
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In addition to methane emissions, natural gas sector operations and infrastructure represent a significant source of
CO2; volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which are chemicals that contribute to ground-level ozone and smog; and
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). In 2012, EPA finalized
air pollution standards for VOCs and HAPs from the oil
and natural gas sector. These rules will improve air quality
and have the co-benefit of reducing methane emissions. As
discussed below, these standards can be complemented by
additional actions to further reduce methane emissions,
which will help to slow the rate of global temperature rise
in the coming decades.
Fortunately, most strategies for reducing venting and
leaks from U.S. natural gas systems are cost-effective,
with payback periods of three years or less. The case for
policy action is particularly strong considering that recent
research shows that climate change is happening faster
than expected. In addition, the projected expansion in
domestic oil and natural gas production increases the risk
of higher emissions if proper protections are not in place.

Box S-2 |

The Scope of this Study

This study focuses primarily on evaluating and reducing
upstream methane emissions in the natural gas sector.
This has two important implications. First, this paper
in no way aims to diminish the urgent need to achieve
GHG emissions reductions from other segments of the
economy. For example, significant cost-effective opportunities also exist to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from
both upstream and downstream stages of the natural gas
life cycle, and to reduce methane emissions from coal
mines, landfills, and other sources. Longer term, addressing combustion emissions will be increasingly important,
whether through carbon capture and storage or by other
means. Second, this paper does not address other aspects
of natural gas development that pose significant risks for
public health and the environment, including potential
effects on drinking water and other community impacts.
We focus on actions to reduce methane emissions, and
generally do not consider additional policies that may be
necessary to protect the public interest from these other
risks. The one exception is that toxic and VOC emissions
are frequently discussed—because the technologies and
practices that effectively reduce those emissions typically
also achieve reductions in methane emissions.
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While natural gas emits about half as much carbon dioxide
as coal at the point of combustion, the picture is more
complicated from a life cycle perspective. There is considerable uncertainty about the scale of upstream methane
emissions from natural gas systems due to variations
between production basins and a scarcity of recent, direct
emissions measurements from several key processes. Ultimately, the question of whether or not gas has a lower climate impact than coal depends on the life cycle methane
leakage rates, plus other factors that include subjective
policy considerations. Section 2 includes more extensive
discussion of this and related questions.
Most life cycle studies agree, based primarily on data from
EPA’s U.S. GHG Inventory, that carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions from end-use combustion of natural gas represents roughly 70 to 80 percent of total life cycle GHG
emissions.2 Most studies also agree that upstream GHG
emissions associated with shale gas and conventional gas
production are roughly comparable to one another, within
the margin of error. EPA’s GHG inventory data imply a
methane leakage rate of less than 3 percent of total natural
gas production.3 At this leakage rate, natural gas produces
fewer GHG emissions than coal over any time horizon and
regardless of how the fuels are used. Additionally, according to a 2012 study published in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, reducing the methane leakage rate to below 1 percent would ensure that heavy-duty
vehicles, like buses and long-haul trucks, fueled by natural
gas would have an immediate climate benefit over similar
vehicles fueled by diesel. Thus, reducing total methane
leakage to less than 1 percent of natural gas production
is a sensible performance goal for the sector to achieve.
Accurate life cycle emissions estimates from the natural
gas sector require reliable data for a broad range of industry activities and emissions factors associated with those
activities. Regarding the quality of available data, there are
uncertainties at all life cycle stages. With the exception of
one study published by researchers at Cornell University,
findings from life cycle assessments of methane emissions
from unconventional wells have varied the most on production stage emissions (see Figure S-1). This is because of
differing assumptions regarding how frequently the average well requires hydraulic fracturing and liquids unloading4, and the extent to which control technologies are used
when these activities are performed. Hydraulic fracturing
is often an emissions-intensive process used to initiate
production at both conventional and unconventional wells

(i.e., “well completions”; Figure S-2). It may be repeated to
re-stimulate production multiple times over a well’s estimated 20-to-30-year lifetime (during “workovers”; Figure
S-2). Liquids unloading is a practice used to clean up all
types of onshore wells, removing liquids to increase the
flow of gas, and potentially causing significant emissions.
Since 2009, EPA’s annual GHG inventory has dramatically
adjusted their emissions factors associated with these production-stage activities. In EPA’s draft 2013 GHG inventory, there is a 90 percent reduction in their estimates of
emissions associated with liquids unloading in response to
self-reported industry data showing that unloading events
are less emissions-intensive than previously thought; that
is, industry reported more frequent use of control technologies than EPA had assumed in earlier inventories.
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Meanwhile, recent research based on field measurements
of ambient air near natural gas well-fields in Colorado and
Utah suggest that more than 4 percent of well production
may be leaking into the atmosphere at some productionstage operations.5 With hundreds of thousands of wells and
thousands of natural gas producers operating in the U.S.,
this will likely remain an active debate, even as forthcoming data from EPA and other sources aims to clarify these
4 |
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Notes: Recent evidence suggests that liquids unloading is a common practice for both shale gas
and onshore conventional gas wells (Shires and Lev-On 2012). Therefore, contrary to data originally
published by NETL, showing zero emissions, liquids unloading during shale gas development may
result in GHG emissions that are comparable to those associated with conventional onshore natural
gas development. GWP for methane is 25 over a 100-year time frame.
Source: National Energy Technology Laboratory.

questions in the coming months. For example, independent
researchers at the University of Texas at Austin are teaming up with the Environmental Defense Fund and several
industry partners to directly measure methane emissions
from several key sources. When results are published in
2013 and 2014, these data will provide valuable points of
reference to help inform this important discussion.
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While uncertainties remain regarding exact methane leakage rates, the weight of evidence suggests that significant
leakage occurs during every life cycle stage of U.S. natural
gas systems, not just the production stage (Figures S-1 and
S-2). A recent expert survey by Resources for the Future
identified methane emissions as a consensus environmental risk that should be addressed through government and
industry actions.
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In April 2012 EPA finalized regulations for New Source
Performance Standard (NSPS) and National Emissions
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) that
primarily target VOC and air toxics emissions but will
have the co-benefit of reducing methane emissions. The
new EPA rules require “green completions,” which reduce
emissions during the flow-back stage of all hydraulic
fracturing operations at new and re-stimulated natural gas
wells. The rules will also reduce leakage rates for compressors, controllers, and storage tanks. We estimate that this
will reduce methane emissions enough to cut all upstream
GHG emissions from shale gas operations between 40 to
46 percent below their projected trajectory in the absence
of the rules (Figure S-3; bottom two lines). For all natural gas systems (including shale gas), methane emissions
reductions resulting from the NSPS/NESHAP rules are
projected to lower upstream GHG emissions by 13 percent in 2015 and 25 percent by 2035 (Figure S-3; top two
lines). These rules will have a greater impact over time as
the proportion of domestic gas production coming from
shale formations—the source of the greatest emissions
reductions resulting from the new rules—rises from onethird to one-half during the next twenty years, and as old
equipment is gradually replaced with new equipment that
is covered by the rules.
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With the implementation of just three technologies that
capture or avoid fugitive methane emissions, we estimate
that upstream methane emissions across all natural gas
systems could be cost-effectively cut by up to an additional
30 percent (Figure S-4). The technologies include (a)
the use of plunger lift systems at new and existing wells
during liquids unloading operations; (b) fugitive methane leak monitoring and repair at new and existing well
sites, processing plants, and compressor stations; and (c)
replacing existing high-bleed pneumatic devices with lowbleed equivalents throughout natural gas systems. By our
estimation, these three steps would bring down the total
life cycle leakage rate across all natural gas systems to just
above 1 percent of total production. Through the adoption
of five additional abatement measures that each address
smaller emissions sources, the 1 percent goal would be
readily achieved.

NEXT STEPS TO REDUCE
METHANE EMISSIONS
New public policies will be needed to reduce methane
emissions from both new and existing equipment throughout U.S. natural gas systems because market conditions
alone are not sufficient to compel industry to adequately
or quickly adopt best practices. Minimum federal standards for environmental performance are a necessary and
appropriate framework for addressing cross-boundary
pollution issues like air emissions. Federal CAA regulations are generally developed in close consultation with
industry and state regulators and are often implemented
by states. This framework allows adequate flexibility to
enable state policy leadership and continuous improvement in environmental protection over time.
We have identified a range of actions that can be taken to
reduce methane emissions.6 These tools are listed in this
summary, and discussed in more detail in section 5.

Federal Approaches to Address Emissions
In addition to the recently enacted NSPS/NESHAP rules,
EPA has a number of additional tools to either directly or
indirectly reduce methane emissions from U.S. natural gas
systems, most of which would also support more protective actions at the state level. For example, EPA could do
the following:
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 Direct regulation of GHG emissions. EPA could
directly regulate GHG emissions under section 111 of
the CAA, which could achieve greater reductions in
methane and CO2 emissions from new and existing
sources than would otherwise be achieved indirectly
through standards for VOCs or HAPs.
 Emissions standards for air toxics. Under section
112 of the CAA, EPA could set emissions standards
for HAPs from production-stage infrastructure and
operations in urban areas.
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 Supporting best practices. EPA could do more
through Natural Gas STAR and other programs to
recognize companies that demonstrate a commitment to best practices. They could further encourage
voluntary actions by maintaining a clearinghouse for
technologies and practices that reduce all types of air
emissions from the oil and natural gas sector.

Enabling State Policy Leadership
State governments play an important role in developing new approaches to reducing air emissions, and they
are largely responsible for implementing many federal
rules under the CAA. However, they are often short on
resources and could benefit from additional policy and
technical assistance, particularly given the current rate
of expanding U.S. oil and natural gas development and
expectations for additional growth in the future. As a first
step, state governments could raise new revenues through
fees, royalty payments, and severance taxes levied on oil
and gas industry activities to secure adequate funding for
emissions monitoring and associated regulatory actions.
In addition, state governments and EPA could:
 Provide technical assistance. Recognizing the central
role of state governments in achieving federal National
Ambient Air Quality Standards, EPA could provide targeted technical and regulatory assistance to states with
expanding oil and natural gas development.
 Address smog and other air quality problems. States
concerned about smog and other air quality problems
associated with unconventional oil and gas development can voluntarily engage with EPA’s Ozone
Advance Program. Addressing local air quality problems related to this sector will likely have co-benefits,
including reduced methane emissions.
 Develop a policy database. States with limited
recent experience managing oil and natural gas sector
development would benefit from a comprehensive
and current database of existing state policies and
regulatory practices that have been used by others to
address environmental risks, including air emissions.
This resource, which could be developed and maintained by any credible research organization, would
serve as a practical resource for policymakers. It could
also be used to help recognize policy gaps or to identify and promulgate model rules or model legislation,
as needed.

 Assistance with environmental regulations. With more
funding, the organization STRONGER (State Review of
Oil and Natural Gas Environmental Regulations) could
provide more states with timely assistance with the development and evaluation of environmental regulations.

Improve Understanding of Emissions
Basic information on actual air emissions from the oil
and natural gas sector is difficult to come by. As noted
in Appendix 1, current emissions estimates are based on
assumed emissions factors—as opposed to direct measurements—because there are hundreds of thousands of
natural gas wells in the U.S. and direct emissions measurements are expensive. As a result of these data uncertainties, persistent questions remain about the effectiveness of commonly used emissions control technologies.
This both raises compliance concerns and reduces the
likelihood that a company would invest in pollution
control, since the resulting level of product recovery is
in question. To improve understanding of emissions, the
following actions could be taken by EPA, states, or nongovernmental organizations:
 Analyze emissions data. EPA and independent
researchers should analyze recently published emissions data from the GHG Reporting Rule to better
understand regional variability in methane leakage,
support regulatory development, and track industry
performance over time.
 Add oil and gas emissions to the TRI. To better determine which cities and surrounding communities face
the greatest risk of exposure to HAPs from oil and natural gas operations, EPA could add oil and natural gas
sector emissions to the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI).
 Estimate production-stage emissions from tight oil
wells. Associated natural gas production is increasing as unconventional oil and gas development shifts
toward more oil-rich shale plays (such as North Dakota).
Research by EPA and other federal agencies could better understand the climate implications of this trend,
including a detailed assessment of production-stage
methane emissions from tight-oil well completions.
 Update emissions factors for key processes. To help
resolve questions regarding the scale of methane emissions from U.S. natural gas infrastructure and operations, EPA or non-governmental organizations could
convene a working group of industry experts to develop
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updated emissions factors for key processes such as
liquids unloading operations. Findings of this research
could be used to improve subsequent emissions estimates reported under the GHG Reporting Program.
 Establish a database for voluntary air emissions
reporting. To encourage greater transparency regarding emissions from oil and natural gas sector companies, EPA or states could establish a database for
voluntary reporting of all types of air emissions from
the sector.

Research to Improve Technology
and Policy Options
While this paper has identified a suite of technology and
policy options for reducing methane emissions from
natural gas systems, the expected expansion of natural gas
production means continued improvement will be necessary to keep pace.
 Efforts to reduce upstream GHG emissions from
natural gas systems could be aided by applied technology research and development to improve emissions
measurements, and to develop new and lower cost
methane emission reduction strategies.
 Further policy research is needed to identify policy
solutions to regulatory barriers and market failures
that prevent companies from investing in cost-effective projects that reduce methane emissions and more
efficiently use fossil fuels throughout the natural gas
life cycle.
Through these and other steps, governments will have the
tools they need to achieve continuous air quality improvements over time and slow the rate of climate change by
reducing methane emissions to below 1 percent of total
natural gas production.
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SUMMARY ENDNOTES
1. For more details on how the Obama administration can achieve this
goal using existing authorities, see the recent WRI report “Can the U.S.
Get There from Here? Using Existing Federal Laws and State Actions to
Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” available at: http://www.wri.org/
publication/can-us-get-there-from-here.
2. This assumes a 100 year time-horizon for integrating the global warming potential (GWP) of methane. Over a 20-year time horizon, end-use
combustion represents 60 to 70 percent of most life cycle estimates of
total GHG emissions from natural gas.
3. Throughout this report we refer repeatedly to EPA’s final 2012 GHG inventory published in April 2012. An updated draft inventory was released
by EPA in February 2013, but has not yet been finalized at this writing
(see Appendix 1). EPA’s draft 2013 GHG inventory revises downward
their estimates of methane emissions from U.S. natural gas systems, with
an equivalent reduction in the implied methane leakage rate to approximately 1.54 percent of total production.
4. Note: Definitions of these and other terms can be found in the glossary.
5. This 4 percent methane leakage rate estimate, published by Gabriele
Petron and colleagues in the Journal of Geophysical Research, was
subsequently challenged in a peer-reviewed article published in the same
journal by Michael Levi, who estimated a lower methane leakage rate
based on Petron’s data.
6. We gratefully acknowledge the experts who attended an all-day workshop
that WRI co-hosted with the Environmental Defense Fund, on October 16,
2012. The policy options in this paper were developed based on WRI research. While these options draw heavily from input provided at the workshop, they are not necessarily endorsed by the workshop participants.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of shale gas resources in the last
few years has significantly changed projections of the
future energy mix in the U.S. (EIA 2012) and internationally (IEA 2012). Advances combining horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have enabled access to vast
supplies of natural gas deposits in shale rock formations.
According to the EIA, in 2012 over 25 trillion cubic feet
(Tcf) of natural gas was produced in the U.S., an expansion of over 20% in just 5 years. While the shale gas phenomenon has contributed to a reduction in U.S. natural
gas prices (EIA 2012) and created economic opportunity
for some sectors such as manufacturing (ACC 2011), it has
also triggered divisive debates over the near- and longterm environmental implications of the development and
use of natural gas resources.
The climate change implications of shale gas development
have been a point of particular controversy, in part due to
uncertainty about the methane emissions associated with
natural gas development, particularly from shale formations. These associated upstream methane emissions—
that is, emissions that occur prior to fuel combustion1—
reduce the net climate benefits of switching end-use fuel
consumption from coal and oil to lower-carbon natural
gas (Wigley et al. 2011). In the last two years, a number of
recent studies have looked at this issue, coming at times
to very different conclusions. In section 2 we examine
these studies and explain their differences. One common
feature is that most recent studies have found that carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions from the end-use combustion of
natural gas represents roughly 70 to 80 percent of its total
life cycle GHG emissions (when integrated over a 100-year
time frame; see Boxes 1 and 2).
Another related point of active debate is the long-term role of
natural gas in the economy. On the one hand, it could potentially serve as a “bridge fuel,” displacing coal while complementing renewable energy sources during a low-carbon transition. On the other hand, abundant and inexpensive natural
gas could undercut the economics of energy efficiency and
put all other energy sources—including coal, nuclear and
renewable energy—at a competitive disadvantage.
Economic modeling studies have consistently found that
climate and energy policies would be needed to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions by 80 percent in the U.S.
(Brown et al. 2009; Jacoby et al., 2012), which is necessary to achieve climate stabilization at relatively safe levels
(NRC 2011). The International Energy Agency (2012)

reached the same conclusion, finding that a significant
increase in the use of natural gas over the coming decades
could have some climate benefits (compared to a scenario in which oil and coal played more prominent roles).
However, the IEA’s “Golden Rules” scenario would result
in climate stabilization at 650 parts per million (ppm) CO2
concentrations in the atmosphere and a global temperature rise of 3.5° Celsius, almost twice the internationally
accepted 2° Celsius target.
A recent modeling study by Levi (2013) found that several
years of heightened natural gas use —for example, from
2010 through 2030— displacing coal and delaying investment in zero-carbon energy sources could be consistent
with climate stabilization at relatively safe levels (e.g., 450
and 550 ppm). However, a 2° Celsius scenario involves
a short-lived natural gas “bridge,” with significant reductions in natural gas use by mid-century unless there is
broad adoption of carbon capture and storage (CCS)
technologies at power plants and other facilities with
industrial-scale natural gas combustion (Levi 2013).
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), upstream natural gas infrastructure is a leading
source of methane emissions in the U.S. Methane emissions from natural gas systems now account for about onethird of all U.S. methane emissions (Figure 1) and more
than 3 percent2 of the total U.S. GHG inventory (EPA
2012a), though significant uncertainty remains concerning
the extent of these emissions. EPA also recently published
new GHG emissions data from U.S. natural gas systems.
These data were reported for the first time to the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP) (see Appendix 1
for more details). They show that natural gas and petroleum systems were the second largest stationary source of
greenhouse gases in the U.S. in 2011, after power plants.3
This newly reported data has not yet been analyzed and
factored into EPA’s emissions inventory.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(EIA) projects that total U.S. production of natural gas
will increase by 55 percent above 2010 levels by 2040,
primarily as a result of increased onshore production from
shale gas resources (EIA 2012). Despite the uncertainties
regarding aspects of methane emissions from U.S. natural
gas systems (EPA 2013a),4 the growing role of natural gas
in U.S. energy systems underscores the urgency of identifying and seizing cost-effective opportunities for reducing
methane emissions.
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Reducing methane emissions
slows the rate of warming

gies—such as cutting methane emissions—that would have
a disproportionate impact in the short-term (Box 1).

Though methane accounted for only 10 percent of the U.S.
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory in 2010 (Figure 1),5 it represents one of the most important opportunities for reducing GHG emissions in the U.S. (Bianco et al.
2013). In addition to the scale and cost-effectiveness of the
reduction opportunities, climate research scientists have
concluded that cutting methane emissions in the near
term could slow the rate of global temperature rise over
the next several decades (NRC 2011).

Objectives: Identify the largest GHG emissions sources
from natural gas systems and develop targeted
reduction strategies

Scientists at the National Research Council of the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences have concluded that global
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions need to be reduced in the
coming decades by at least 80 percent below current levels
to stabilize atmospheric CO2 concentrations and thus avoid
the worst impacts of global warming (NRC 2011).6 However, given the slow pace of progress in the U.S. toward
enacting policies that would achieve the necessary CO2
emissions reductions, it is valuable and important for
policymakers to consider cost-effective mitigation strate-

Section 2 introduces the concept of life cycle assessment
(LCA) as a policy-relevant tool for measuring greenhouse
gas emissions and summarizes the findings from LCA
studies published in 2011 and 2012. This section explains
key differences among these studies, which were completed in the context of evolving emissions estimates from
EPA and others. These studies emphasized shale-gasrelated emissions, due to heightened public attention and
the rapidly expanding development of this resource base.
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This paper summarizes the state of knowledge about
methane emissions from U.S. natural gas systems, highlights emissions reduction potential, and discusses the
role of current and future policies in helping to reduce
these emissions.
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Box 1 |

Time Horizon for Global Warming Potential (GWP)—a Policy Question

Rising methane concentrations in the
atmosphere have a potent, near-term warming effect because this greenhouse gas has
a relatively high global warming potential
and short atmospheric lifetime (IPCC 2007).
As a result, policies that effectively reduce
methane emissions from all sources could
slow the rate of global temperature rise in
the coming decades, reducing the risks
associated with a rapidly warming planet
(NRC 2011; Howarth et al. 2012a).
Global warming potential (GWP) is a measure of the total energy that a gas absorbs
over a particular period of time (usually 100
years), compared to carbon dioxide. Key
factors affecting the GWP of any given gas
include its average atmospheric lifetime and
the ability of that molecule to trap heat. By
mass, the same amount of methane emissions is 25 times more potent than carbon
dioxide emissions over a 100-year time
horizon (IPCC 2007). Methane chemically reacts in the atmosphere to produce
other climate warming gases; for example,
ozone in the troposphere and water in the
stratosphere. An estimate of the warming
effects of these product gases is included in
the GWP of 25 cited above. However, these
reactions also indirectly affect aerosols in
the atmosphere, likely further enhancing the
warming effect of methane. Shindell et al.
(2009) found that aerosol-related indirect
effects result in a GWP value of 33 over a
100-year time horizon. In the 20-year time
frame, IPCC (2007) estimates that methane’s
GWP is 72 times greater than that of carbon
dioxide,7 while Shindell et al. (2009) put this
number at 105.

The life cycle assessment (LCA) studies
discussed in Section 2 of this paper have
helped to fuel a public debate over the
climatic implications of methane emissions
from natural gas systems. All of these
studies have looked at the 100-year time
horizon for GWP.8 However, to better inform
policy discussions, some of these studies
also consider a 20-year time horizon (for
example, Howarth et al. 2011; NETL 2012;
and Burnham et al. 2011). In the context
of IPCC science assessment reports, the
500-year time horizon—also occasionally considered—highlights the necessity
of reducing CO2 for achieving long-term
climate stabilization. From a policy perspective, the downside to using a 500-year time
horizon for GWP is that it heavily discounts
the importance of short-lived pollutants,
like methane, thus diminishing the apparent
importance of mitigation efforts that could
effectively slow the rate of global warming in
the near term.
Another approach to understanding the
climatic implications of technology and fuel
choices was recently discussed by Alvarez
et al. (2012). This study used the concept
of technology warming potential (TWP) to
better enable straightforward comparisons
of fuel technology options. Rather than
focusing on the 20-year, 100-year, or
500-year time horizon for GWP, their results
were presented over a 200-year continuum
to help illustrate the time-dependent relative
climatic implications of emissions scenarios
resulting from various policy outcomes.
They found that methane leakage rates are
very important for determining to what
extent fuel switching by any given technol-

ogy—for example, from diesel to natural
gas for heavy duty trucks—would yield a net
benefit to the climate. They also show how
many years it would take for any such benefit to be realized. This is a helpful frame of
reference, showing that the appropriate time
horizon for considering the climatic implications of different technologies and fuel types
is as much a policy question as anything
else, one that is informed by scientific study
but not determined by it.
Given mounting evidence that climate
change is occurring faster than expected
(Rahmstorf et al. 2012), policymakers
should recognize that upstream methane
emissions reductions are an urgent priority
to help slow the rate of warming (NRC
2011) – regardless of how natural gas is
ultimately used (for example, as a feedstock
or fuel). Nevertheless, it is clearly important
to conduct full life cycle assessments and
to examine GWPs and TWPs over multiple
time horizons, particularly when considering
the climate implications of fuel switching.
For convenience, consistency with previous
studies, and because of this study’s limited
scope, this paper defaults to the conventional 100-year time horizon for GWP. We
also found that our consideration of policy
options was largely unaffected when using
either the 20-year or 100-year time frame
for GWP, in large part because methane is a
significant portion of upstream GHG emissions from U.S. natural gas systems—more
than half by most estimates (EPA 2012a;
NETL 2012; Burnham et al. 2011; Fulton et
al. 2011)—with the remainder consisting
primarily of CO2.
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Section 3 describes the specific processes most responsible
for upstream GHG emissions, within the preproduction,
production, processing, and transmission life cycle stages.
This highlights the relative contributions of methane vs
CO2 emissions within each of these life cycle stages. Available abatement technologies are also described.
Section 4 includes original analysis that estimates the
emissions reductions that will result from an EPA combined rule that was finalized in April 2012, including new
source performance standards (NSPS) for volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and national emissions standards for
hazardous air pollutants (NESHAP) for oil and natural gas
production (EPA 2012b). This section also includes estimates of the potential for new technologies and practices
to achieve additional methane emissions reductions from
natural gas systems through 2035.
The final two sections provide an overview of the current
landscape for relevant federal and state environmental
policies that regulate upstream air emissions from U.S.
natural gas systems. Voluntary measures to reduce air
emissions, such as efforts to define and propagate best
practices, are also highlighted. Finally, a range of policies
are presented for consideration by state and federal lawmakers, air agencies, and industry.

2012). One reason for this is that most studies rely heavily on EPA’s inventory. The primary exception to this is
Howarth et al. (2011). This study estimated exceptionally
high leakage rates from the flow-back stage of hydraulic
fracturing operations and also from transmission pipelines and distribution infrastructure. (see Section 2 for
more discussion). While there are significant uncertainties
regarding upstream emissions from both conventional and
unconventional sources of natural gas (particularly during
the preproduction and production stage), ongoing efforts
to directly measure upstream emissions will likely help
resolve this question (see Appendix 1).
Below we discuss in greater detail the key factors that
drive the uncertainties and differences between previous
study estimates of life cycle GHGs from shale gas. This
is an important question, given that shale gas production
is expected to grow to 50 percent of total U.S. natural gas
production by 2040 (with unconventional gas rising to
almost 80 percent of total production).

Figure 2 |

SECTION 2. WHAT HAVE WE
LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS LIFE
CYCLE ASSESSMENTS?

Though results and conclusions have varied and consensus results have been elusive, most LCA studies to date
have reached three primary conclusions.
First, upstream GHG emissions associated with shale
gas and conventional gas production are roughly comparable to one another (Figure 2), within the margin of
error in most cases (Logan et al. 2012; Weber and Clavin
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Several researchers have recently conducted life cycle
assessments of GHG emissions from U.S. natural gas
systems, with a particular focus on emissions from shale
gas development (Box 2). As discussed below, differing
results across these studies reflect differences in their
underlying assumptions, scope, and primary data sources.
Agreement across several of these studies often reflects the
fact that most studies are based on common underlying
data, including EPA’s GHG inventory and other EPA
data sources (Appendix 1).
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Sources: Howarth et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2011; NETL 2012; Burnham et al 2011;
Weber and Clavin 2012.
Notes: Howarth’s estimate for shale gas represents a midpoint between their high and
low range; Jiang’s estimate for emissions from conventional natural gas represents a
U.S. average, originally published by Venkatesh et al. (2011).
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Box 2 |

Key Findings from Five Previous Life Cycle Studies

Burnham et al. (2011). This study, prepared
by researchers from Argonne National Laboratory, produces a GHG comparison of shale
gas, conventional natural gas, coal, and
petroleum through life cycle modeling. The
life cycle was developed for the greenhouse
gases, regulated emissions, and energy use
in transportation (GREET) modeling program. The study concluded that the life cycle
emissions of shale gas are 6 percent lower
than conventional natural gas, but within the
range of statistical uncertainty. Taking into
account end-use energy conversion efficiencies, the study also concluded that (a) life
cycle GHG emissions from natural gas-fired
electric power generation is roughly 30 to
50 percent lower than from coal (depending
on power plant efficiency); and (b) life cycle
emissions from compressed natural gas
(CNG) vehicles are comparable to gasoline
cars and diesel buses at the 100-year time
horizon, but CNG is roughly 20 to 30 percent more GHG-intensive than conventional
cars and buses over a 20-year time horizon.
Howarth et al. (2011). This study is a life
cycle assessment by Cornell University
researchers that compares methane emissions from shale gas to those from coal and
petroleum, focusing considerably on fugitive

emissions. The study concluded that the
total life cycle emissions from shale gas are
at least 20 percent higher than emissions
from conventional gas and up to 100 percent
higher than coal when considering a 20-year
time frame, using the Shindell et al. (2009)
GWP (global warming potential; see Box
1). The study also concluded that shale gas
emissions are 60 percent higher than emissions from diesel or gasoline.

and extract coal. The study, which singles
out shale gas to account for the unique
activities included in its life cycle, concluded
that natural gas has 39 percent lower GHG
emissions than coal when considering a
20-year global warming potential (GWP).
Conventional natural gas sources have life
cycle GHG emissions 42 to 53 percent lower
than those of coal, when used for baseload
electricity generation.

Jiang et al. (2011). This study, by authors
from Carnegie Mellon University, conducts
a GHG life cycle assessment of natural gas
recovered from Marcellus shale, comparing
results to average emissions associated with
U.S. domestic natural gas, and also to life
cycle emissions associated with electricity
production from coal. The study concluded
that shale gas results in a slight increase in
life cycle emissions from U.S. natural gas
and that electricity production from Marcellus shale gas results in 20 to 50 percent
lower life cycle GHG emissions than from
conventional coal.

Weber and Clavin (2012). This review study,
by authors at the IDA Science and Technology Policy Institute, is based on a Monte
Carlo uncertainty analysis of six recent
studies to compare the life cycle carbon
footprint of both shale and conventional
natural gas production. System boundaries
and assumptions were normalized across
all previous studies and “best estimates”
were derived for both production types. The
study concluded that the upstream carbon
footprints of shale and conventional natural
gas production are largely similar, well
within the margin of error and uncertainty.

NETL (2012). This assessment from the
National Energy Technology Laboratory
compares life cycle GHG emissions from
different processes to recover natural gas

Since market expansion means investments in new equipment and infrastructure, it is appropriate for government
to focus attention on ensuring that new development is
done as cleanly and responsibly as possible.
Second, when used as a vehicle fuel, compressed natural
gas (CNG) is more GHG-intensive than conventional cars
and buses over a 20-year time horizon (See Box 2, Burnham et al. 2011). However, when this comparison is made
at the 100-year time horizon, Burnham et al. find there is
no statistically significant difference among these fuels.9
Alvarez et al. (2012) conclude that a 1 percent methane
leakage rate is needed for CNG vehicles to provide immediate GHG reductions compared to vehicles powered by
conventional fuels, with benefits to the climate increasing
over time.

Third, when used for the purpose of baseload electric
power generation, natural gas is likely a less GHG-intensive fuel than coal (see Box 2; Logan et al. 2012; Fulton et
al. 2011), in part because of the higher energy conversion
efficiency of natural gas combined cycle power plants.
This is an important benchmark for a number of reasons,
including the fact that just over 30 percent of U.S. natural
gas is used for power generation and more than 90 percent of all U.S. coal consumption is used for this purpose.
The question has also received heightened attention as
many older, inefficient coal-fired power plants retire and
natural gas-fired plants provide a growing share of total
electric power generation (EIA 2012).
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While these three conclusions are based on reasonable
assumptions and are generally well-supported by available published data, others disagree (Howarth et al. 2012b;
Hughes 2011), or at least withhold judgment until more
complete and current data become available (Hamburg
2013). These differences are discussed in more detail below.

Figure 3 |
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While this question has garnered significant attention in
recent years, coal is not an ideal benchmark for measuring the relative environmental merits of alternative energy
sources. By any measure, every other energy source has
a lower environmental footprint than coal (NRC 2010).
With that said, it is worth considering why consensus has
been so elusive with regard to this apparently simple question. The answer is influenced by three key considerations:
(1) GWP for methane, (2) energy conversion efficiency,
and (3) methane leakage rate.
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 GWP for methane. As discussed in Box 1, the choice
of GWP is largely a policy question that is informed
by science. The “correct” GWP to use for methane
depends partly on the time scale over which you
expect your policy—and affected energy infrastructure
investments—to be relevant. As evident in Figure 3,
the choice of time scale has profound implications:
when integrated over a 100-year time horizon, natural gas has a lower GHG impact than coal, even with

Sources: Adapted from IEA (2012), Figure 1.5.
Notes: Methane leakage rates and choice of methane GWP are key factors affecting
whether natural gas is better than coal, from a life cycle GHG emissions standpoint without
consideration of end-use efficiency. Typical estimates are shown for natural gas from
conventional sources, at the 100-year and 20-year time horizons, using the GWP estimates
from the IPCC (2007); see Table 1 for estimates and uncertainty ranges.

Life Cycle Methane Leakage Rate Estimates for Natural Gas from Onshore Conventional and Shale Gas Sources
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Sources: Burnham et al. 2011; Howarth et al. 2011; Weber and Clavin 2012; Logan et al. 2012.
Notes: Weber and Clavin (2012) estimates are based on WRI calculations (derived from data presented in Table SI-5; assuming EUR of 2 Bcf).
Logan et al. (2012) estimate is based on data from the Barnett basin. Leakage rate estimates are highly sensitive to choice of EUR.
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Simple question: “From a climate perspective,
is gas better than coal?”
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leakage rates as high as 8 percent. However, at the
20-year time horizon, gas is less GHG-intensive than
coal only when total leakage rates are kept below 3.2
percent of total production (Alvarez et al. 2012). To
complicate matters, the most recent research of the
indirect warming effects caused by methane emissions
(Shindell et al. 2009) suggests that methane’s GWP
has been consistently underestimated by previous
studies (for example, IPCC 2007).
 Energy conversion efficiency. Natural gas-fired
power plants tend to have much higher energy conversion efficiency (U.S. average 41.8 percent) than coalfired units (U.S. average 32.7 percent),10 which significantly increases the advantage of natural gas vs. coal
from the perspective of life cycle GHG emissions from
electric power production.11 However, recognizing that
there are many end uses for natural gas, Figure 3 plots
the ratio of life cycle GHG emissions of gas over coal
without taking end-use efficiency into account (that is,
only considering the heat content of the fuels).
 Methane leakage rate. Calculated as a percent of
total methane production, the methane leakage rate
is the most important consideration (see estimates in
Table 1), one that relies primarily on accurate emissions data. As points of reference, we calculated two
total annual methane leakage rate estimates for U.S.
natural gas systems in 2010. These leakage rates were
2.27 percent (using 2012 EPA GHG inventory data)
and 1.54 percent (using 2013 draft inventory data).
The discrepancy reflects EPA’s annual recalculation of
emissions factors for equipment and processes related
to natural gas development.12
All LCAs that we reviewed for this paper emphasized the
need for more comprehensive and up-to-date data on methane leakage to be more confident in their conclusions (see
Appendix 1). Because the leakage rate is often evaluated
relative to the amount of natural gas produced over the life
of the well, a key assumption when calculating the leakage
rate is the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) for that well.
EUR for U.S. shale gas production remains uncertain, and
EUR can vary substantially from well to well, even within
the same basin. Shale gas EUR numbers used by the EIA
were revised substantially downward in the 2012 Annual
Energy Outlook, compared to the 2011 AEO.13 Recent estimates by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS 2012) suggest
that the 2012 AEO’s EUR numbers were still too high for
several of the most significant shale basins, including the
Marcellus (see Appendix 2 for more details).

Box 3 |

E valuating Environmental Risk
through Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a valuable tool for evaluating the environmental impacts throughout a product’s life
cycle, from raw material acquisition through production,
use, and end-of-life waste management.
LCA, officially standardized by the International Organization for Standards (ISO) in 2006, is used to systematically
calculate and summarize environmental risks, as well
as opportunities to reduce those risks throughout the
product’s life cycle (ISO 2006). This holistic approach to
environmental assessment of a good or service is a unique
feature of LCA, and avoids the problem-shifting or leakage of environmental impacts to other life cycle stages,14
regions, sectors, or products (Finnvedena et al. 2009).
Natural gas is an excellent example of the importance of
the life cycle approach. Looking only at the combustion
stage of natural gas, there is no difference between gases
extracted in a conventional manner (including offshore),
gas from shale rock formations, or imported liquefied
natural gas. The differences between GHG intensities
of natural gas sources only come to light using LCA to
evaluate impacts along the full life cycle from material
acquisition through distribution.
Assessments following ISO 14044 (ISO 2006) or the GHG
Protocol Product Lifecycle Standard (WRI and WBCSD,
2011), the international standard for GHG life cycle assessments, both start with setting the goal and scope of a study.
The goal identifies the reasons for carrying out the study
and the study audience, while the scope identifies, among
other things, the life cycle boundary (ISO 2006). For
example, a particular study may have a goal of identifying
all GHG risks along the shale gas life cycle; therefore the
scope would include all processes that occur along that
life cycle from cradle (material acquisition) to grave (endof-life). While LCA by definition considers all potential
environmental impacts, this study focuses only on GHG
emissions and their related climate change impacts (Box 4).
For LCA studies to be comparable to one another, their
scopes—including life cycle boundaries—must be
equivalent (ISO 2006). Even if two studies are done on the
same product, these studies may not be comparable if the
scope and boundary are different. This is especially true
for emissions from natural gas systems, where many of the
recently published studies have differed in terms of their
scopes and boundaries (Branosky et al. 2012).
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Why do life cycle GHG emissions estimates
for shale gas differ so much?

Figure 4 |

For the remainder of this section we discuss in some detail
why previous life cycle assessments of GHG emissions
from shale gas have reached different conclusions. We do
this by comparing the quantitative results of five studies
across four common life cycle stages.15 The focus on shale
gas is motivated by the rising significance of this resource
base (EIA 2012) and to help inform ongoing public policy
discussions regarding its environmental implications.16

The largest potential source for methane emissions during preproduction occurs during the flow-back stage of
well completion. While flaring (or capture) rate has been
a significant area of uncertainty and a contributing factor
to varying study results (Weber and Clavin 2012), most
studies reach similar conclusions regarding life cycle GHG
emissions from the preproduction stage. Howarth’s relatively high emissions estimates during this stage (Figure
4) are likely most affected by his choice of emissions data
sources. Howarth et al.’s flow-back emissions estimate is an
average of estimates from five different basins, yielding a
significantly higher estimate than other studies. In particular, Howarth’s average is boosted by an estimate for methane leakage at Haynesville, which is an order of magnitude
larger than for the other four basins.19 While O’Sullivan
and Paltsev (2012) confirmed that the highly productive
Haynesville shale yields relatively higher potential20 methane emissions during flow back, they still concluded that
Howarth’s estimate of methane venting from Haynesville
was at least 700 percent too high.21
Several authors—such as Weber and Clavin 2012, Burnham et al. 2011, and Cathles et al. 2012—have attributed
Howarth et al.’s high emissions estimate for Haynesville
to their assumption that methane concentrations leav-
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Specifically, we focus on the five studies summarized in
Box 2, including four bottom-up LCA studies (NETL 2012,
Jiang et al. 2011, Howarth et al. 2011, and Burnham et
al. 2011) and one LCA review study by Weber and Clavin
(2012). The work by Weber derives “best estimates”
for each life cycle stage based on the four other studies
reviewed here, plus one by Stephenson et al. (2011) and
one by Hultman et al. (2011).17 More detailed discussions
of similarities and differences between these studies can
be found in Appendix 2 and Table A1. Figure 4 shows
GHG emission estimates (including high and low ranges)
for four life cycle stages of shale gas development, as estimated by five previous studies.18
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Sources: NETL (2012), Jiang et al. (2011), Howarth et al. (2011), Burnham et al.
(2011), and Weber and Clavin (2012).
Notes: All data presented in this figure are derived from the referenced studies
(in some cases through personal communication with the authors), with only
unit conversions and minor adjustments for heating rates. However, not all
studies calculate emissions for each of the four life cycle stages shown here, so,
the authors of this study occasionally allocated a single emissions estimate over
more than one life cycle stage. Since Howarth et al. generally do not calculate
a central, or base case, life cycle emissions estimate, the top of each red bar on
the chart represents a mid-point between their high and low range estimates (the
exception to this is in the preproduction stage, for which Howarth et al. present an
average value for the methane emissions from well completions in five separate
basins). Howarth et al. is the only study that does not use the IPCC (2007) GWP
numbers for converting methane emissions to CO2e. They instead rely on Shindell
et al. (2009). This partially explains why Howarth has larger upstream emission
estimates than the rest of the studies shown here. Uncertainty ranges for each
study have different meanings; for some studies, the range represents a range
of scenarios explored by authors (e.g., Jiang et al.), while others only represent
emissions data uncertainties (e.g., NETL).

ing the well during the flow-back stage are the same as
that during the initial production stage, when liquids and
debris are free from the wellbore. However, it is typical for
methane concentrations to be much lower during the flowback stage, because of non-gaseous material periodically
obstructing the wellbore (O’Sullivan and Paltsev 2012;
Cathles et al. 2012; EPA 2012c).
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In the production stage, GHG emissions come primarily
from venting and flaring of emissions during workovers
and liquids unloading, plus methane leakage and routine
venting from equipment. Figure 4 shows that the greatest
disagreement among the study results occurs for this life
cycle stage. Variations between studies are mostly driven
by discrepancies in assumptions regarding the frequency
of liquids unloading and well refracturing during workovers over the lifetime of the average well. For example,
Jiang et al. (2011) and Howarth et al. (2011)22 both include
liquids unloading as one of the integral steps to shale gas
development, while others do not. Additionally, differences stem from disagreements regarding the extent to
which pollution controls—such as green completions and
other technologies to avoid venting of gas—are used in
practice during these episodic events.
During the processing stage, the studies show relatively
very good agreement between life cycle GHG emissions
estimates, with base-case estimates ranging from 3.4 to
4.5 g CO2e/MJ. CO2 emissions associated with energy consumption by compressors are the biggest GHG emissions
category in this stage, with base-case estimates ranging
from 2.06-3.3 g CO2e/MJ. These calculations are generally
based on engineering requirements for different natural
gas compression technologies, and are less affected by
uncertainty regarding methane leakage rates during this
life cycle stage.
Most studies also generally agree on the magnitude of life
cycle GHG emissions from the transmission stage. The
estimates of Jiang and Burnham are both based on the
EPA GHG inventory (EPA 2011a), while NETL estimates
methane loss as a function of pipeline distance, yielding
slightly higher fugitive methane estimates. For this life
cycle stage, Howarth et al. bound their estimates23 using
a variety of data sources, including Russian pipeline data
in which “lost and unaccounted for gas” is treated as
100 percent vented. Howarth et al. (2012) acknowledge
potential shortcomings to their approach and recognize
that the high end of their estimates are well above those of
other studies; however, they question the EPA inventory
data on which other researchers have relied, arguing that
it is more than a decade out-of-date (see Appendix 1; EPA/
GRI 1996) and overly reliant on voluntary industry reporting. Clearly, further data collection efforts are needed to
resolve lingering questions about the scale of methane
emissions from U.S. natural gas transmission systems.

SECTION 3. PRIMARY UPSTREAM GHG
EMISSIONS SOURCES FROM NATURAL
GAS SYSTEMS
This section builds a baseline understanding of life cycle
greenhouse gas emissions from conventional and unconventional onshore natural gas production, highlighting key
processes that are responsible for the bulk of upstream
methane emissions and technologies for reducing emissions at each stage.
WRI has taken the first step in comparing the boundaries of several different shale gas studies in a 2012 working paper entitled “Defining the Shale Gas Life Cycle: A
Framework for Identifying and Mitigating Environmental
Impacts” (Branosky et al. 2012). This section builds on
that framework, taking a life cycle approach that concentrates on four upstream life cycle stages—preproduction,
production, processing, and transmission24—to more
clearly illustrate how and why five previous assessments of
methane emissions from shale gas systems have differed
in their conclusions (see Box 2). This approach also presents emissions data in a way that informs subsequent sections of this paper, which assess the scale of the potential
for methane emissions reductions and policy options for
more effectively measuring and curbing those emissions.

Conventional and unconventional
onshore production processes and
related upstream emissions
Unconventional natural gas production represents over
half—and a growing share—of all U.S. natural gas production (EIA 2013) and related upstream GHG emissions
(NETL 2012). Figure 5 shows common classifications for
natural gas production sources. It also illustrates how conventional versus unconventional sources are distinguished
for the purposes of this working paper (consistent with
EIA 2012 and IEA 2012). Unconventional sources—shale
gas, coal-bed methane, and tight gas—rely on horizontal
drilling and hydraulic fracturing for economic gas production. In contrast, onshore conventional wells are either
vertical or slanted, and although many also use hydraulic
fracturing to stimulate natural gas production, preproduction processes at conventional wells involves much lower
water volumes26 and fewer associated emissions.
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Box 4 |

Life Cycle Assessment Methods

Methodological approaches to LCA depend
largely on the goal(s) and scope of each
assessment. While the availability of quality
data may limit the scope of any particular study,
the methods underlying each LCA generally
take the following key factors into consideration
(see Appendix 2 for additional discussion).
 Boundary setting. System boundary setting
determines which processes, or lifecycle
stages, are included in the life cycle assessment. These are the three boundaries typically considered in a natural gas LCA:
 A “Cradle-to-gate” boundary includes
all emissions prior to the “use” life
cycle stage upstream of the “city-gate”
or power plant gate. Figure B4-1 below
illustrates the primary attributable
processes of the cradle-to-gate shale
gas life cycle. Attributable processes are
defined as service, material, and energy
flows that become the product, make the
product, and carry the product through
its life cycle (WRI and WBCSD 2011).
For this paper, we normalize cradleto-gate emissions to grams of CO2
equivalent per Megajoule of natural gas
(g CO2e/MJ) for all upstream estimates.

 A “well-to-wire” boundary includes all
emissions upstream of the electric transmission system but does not account for
downstream electric transmission and
distribution line losses or efficiencies
associated with the use of electricity.
A well-to-wire assessment presents
results in terms of emissions per unit of
electricity generated; for example, well-towire emissions are typically normalized
to grams CO2e per kilowatt-hour of
electricity (g CO2e/kWh). This is useful
for considering the climate implications
of fuel switching in the power sector,
because coal-fired and gas-fired power
plants typically have significantly different
combustion efficiencies.25
 A third boundary—used by Jiang et
al. (2011), Burnham et al. (2011), and
this study—measures all upstream
emissions plus the emissions from
the combustion of natural gas, without
specifying end-use and efficiency (i.e.,
based on heat input or delivered energy),
also reported in g CO2e/MJ. This measurement is equivalent to having natural
gas for heat generation as end-use (for
example, Howarth et al. 2011).

 Calculation methods and data sources.
As discussed in Appendix 1, lingering
questions remain regarding the quality of
available data for estimating GHG emissions from various stages of U.S. natural
gas systems. Depending on data sources
and study goals, top-down (e.g., average,
global data) or bottom-up (e.g., process
specific data) methods may be used to
calculate emissions estimates for each life
cycle stage. Adding further complexity,
shale gas technologies, production practices, and emission controls are rapidly
evolving; therefore, different data sources
may reflect different and potentially antiquated operational methods.
 Geographic scope. Studies also differ in
geographic scope, which means that differing results may reflect parameters that
are unique to each geologic context (e.g.,
estimated ultimate recovery (EUR), well
lifetime, methane content). For example,
Jiang et al. (2011) and NETL (2012)
each focus on individual shale basins, as
opposed to U.S. nationwide averages (see
Table A1 for more details).

FIGURE B4-1 | A SIMPLIFIED LIFE CYCLE PROCESS MAP
PRE-PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION

PROCESSING

 Site preparation
 Vertical and
horizontal drilling
 Hydraulic
fracturing
 Well completion

 Well production
 Workovers (with
refracturing)
 Liquids unloading

 Onsite processing
 Offsite processing

TRANSMISSION
AND STORAGE

 Transmission
 Storage

Notes: The four life cycle stages are listed across the top of this figure, while attributable processes are listed below each associated life cycle stage. Since this working
paper includes a review of previous life cycle assessments of GHG emissions, our boundary setting is inherently limited to include attributable processes considered by
previous studies.
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 .S. Natural Gas Production From Conventional
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and Unconventional Sources, 2010
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Source: EIA 2012.
Note: Figure shows dry gas production in trillion cubic feet (Tcf).

Do we know where the methane leaks are?
Despite the uncertainties (Appendix 1), available public
data suggest that there are significant intentional and
unintentional leaks throughout the natural gas value
chain. As discussed below, we also have good information
regarding a suite of proven technologies for cost-effectively reducing those leaks (e.g., EPA Gas STAR; Harvey et
al. 2012). As a point of reference for the following discussion, Figure 6 illustrates with some detail the relative contributions of CO2 versus methane emissions within each of
the four upstream life cycle stages, for both shale gas and
onshore conventional wells.27
 Pre-production Stage. In the pre-production stage—
including exploration, site preparation, drilling, and
well completion, which includes hydraulic fracturing—
GHG emissions come predominantly from venting
(methane) and flaring (CO2) during well completion.28
CO2 emissions during this stage come largely from
diesel fuel combustion associated with well construction, and also from material acquisition. Well completion occurs after well construction and it may include
hydraulic fracturing, after which fluids (also known
as flowback fluids) and debris flow back through the

wellbore to the surface. During the three- to ten-day
flowback period,29 unconventional wells have the
potential to produce a large amount of fugitive methane emissions. Relatively fewer methane emissions
are believed to be associated with the final stages
of well completion at conventional wells (Figure 6).
O’Sullivan and Paltsev (2012) conducted an extensive
review of pre-production stage emissions,30 finding
that net emissions during this stage depend significantly on whether the gas is managed through (a)
cold venting directly to the atmosphere, (b) flaring, or
(c) reduced emission completions (“RECs” or “green
completions”), which captures methane for sale.
 As noted above, the extent to which green completions
have been used in practice is a matter of dispute. New
EPA rules will require RECs or flaring at all new wells
starting in 2013, and RECs at all new wells starting in
2015 (Box 5).
 Production Stage. During the production stage, natural gas flows from the well into gathering lines (and
associated natural gas liquids, flow back, and water
are diverted to storage tanks). Liquids unloading and
well workovers are occasionally performed at the well
site to maintain production rates. Liquids unloading is a practice used to increase the flow of natural
gas by removing water and other liquids that clog the
wellbore. This practice has the potential to result in
significant emissions, although operators may employ
control technologies such as plungers31 or artificial
lifts to minimize the release of natural gas to the atmosphere. Though Figure 6 is based on an analysis that
holds to a common assumption—consistent with GHG
inventories published by EPA (EPA 2011a; 2012a)—
that liquids unloading is only necessary for onshore
conventional wells, a recent oil and gas industry
survey suggests that this is actually a common practice for conventional and unconventional wells alike
(Shires and Lev-On 2012).
 Similarly, well workovers with hydraulic fracturing are
occasionally necessary to restimulate production at
unconventional wells and the flowback process is similar to that associated with preproduction stage well
completions. While both conventional and unconventional wells may require workovers, the high volumes
of water associated with refracturing unconventional
wells leads to a more prolonged flowback period and
greater potential emissions (Figure 6).
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CH4

 omparing Detailed Estimates of Life Cycle GHG Emissions from Shale Gas and Conventional
C
Onshore Natural Gas Sources
PRE-PRODUCTION

CO2

Well Construction
Well Completion
Water (treatment
and transport)*

SHALE GAS

CONVENTIONAL
ONSHORE GAS

PRODUCTION
Workovers
Liquids Unloading
Other Production**

PROCESSING
Acid Gas Removal
Dehydration
Other Processing**
Compressors

TRANSMISSION
Pipeline
Construction
Pipelines & Compressor
Stations***
CRADLE-TO-GATE
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5

GHG Emissions (g CO2e/MJ)

* Data available from Marcellus only
** “Other Production” and “Other Processing” each include point source
and fugitive emissions (mostly from valves)
*** Includes all combustion and fugitive emissions throughout the entire transmission
system (mostly from compressor stations)

5

10

Notes: Recent evidence suggests that liquids unloading is a common practice for both
shale gas and onshore conventional gas wells (Shires and Lev-On 2012). Therefore,
contrary to data originally published by NETL, showing zero emissions, liquids unloading
during shale gas development may result in GHG emissions that are comparable to those
associated with conventional onshore natural gas development. GWP for methane is 25
over a 100-year time frame.
Source: NETL 2012, adapted from Figures 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7.
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 Regarding abatement opportunities, the level of venting that occurs during liquids unloading could be substantially reduced through the greater use of plunger
lifts and other equipment (Harvey et al. 2012), though
this is not required by the recently finalized NSPS rule.
With some exceptions, the new NSPS does require that
green completion technologies be used during well
refracturing, which will substantially reduce future
methane emissions during these episodic events. Further emissions reductions could be achieved through
the replacement of high-bleed pneumatic devices with
low-bleed equivalents (see Section 4), or through the
utilization of vapor recovery units.32
 Processing and Transmission Stages. After the
production stage, life cycle emissions for natural gas
from conventional versus unconventional sources are
not inherently different.33 The natural gas is processed (on-site and off-site) and transmitted through
pipelines and stored in the same manner no matter
where the gas originated. Though there are significant
regional differences, before it is processed the average composition of natural gas includes 83 percent
methane;34 after processing, methane makes up 93
percent35 of the average natural gas composition.
 During the processing stage, GHG emissions come from
energy consumption for acid gas removal, dehydration,
compression, as well as methane and CO2 from the
plant. CO2 emissions associated with energy consumption by compressors are the biggest GHG emissions
source in this stage (Figure 6). In the transmission
stage, most leaked and vented methane emissions occur
at pipeline compressor stations. CO2 emissions result
from fuel combustion by compressors, and indirect
GHG emissions are associated with pipeline materials
manufacturing and construction and the consumption
of electricity by pumps and other equipment.
 Regarding abatement opportunities, the NSPS
requires leak detection and repair (LDAR) at compressors located between the wellhead and the point in
which the gas enters the transmission and storage life
cycle segment. Glycol dehydrators, valves, and other
processing equipment are sources of methane leaks
and vents not addressed by the NSPS, but for which
cost-effective abatement technologies exist.

 Industry can undertake numerous measures to reduce
emissions from the transmission and storage of natural gas. From compressor stations to storage tanks to
pipelines themselves, the transmission life cycle stage is
home to many significant and unabated sources of fugitive methane. Section 4 goes into more detail on pneumatic controllers and LDAR regimens—which address
two of the greatest sources of GHG emissions in the
transmission stage—but there are many smaller sources
of GHG emissions that can be reduced cost-effectively.
 End-Use Combustion. The combustion of natural gas
for electricity production directly emits large quantities of CO2 emissions, producing the greatest GHG
emissions among the five stages described here. From
a total life cycle emission of 71.1 g CO2e/MJ (per
Weber), combustion itself produces GHG emissions at
the rate of 56g CO2e /MJ, which is almost 80 percent of the total GHG emissions over a 100-year time
frame. In general, GHG emissions during combustion
are relatively certain. The biggest differences between
electricity-sector LCAs often relate to the type of end
use combustion technology. For example, some studies assume combustion efficiencies based on the U.S.
fleet average or for a particular type of power plant
(e.g., Jiang et al. 2011) while others present results
based on a range of end-use efficiencies (e.g., NETL
2012, Burnham et al. 2011). Another factor is that
different studies assume different heating values for
the fuel (see Appendix 2).
 During the final life cycle stage, natural gas is consumed
for a variety of end uses, including electricity generation, heating for buildings and industrial processes,
vehicle fuel, and chemical feedstock (Figure 7). While
this paper focuses on upstream GHG emissions, a fuel’s
end use (or mix of end uses) has important implications
for its life cycle emissions. When assessing the net GHG
impacts of natural gas use, key considerations include
the energy conversion efficiency of the end-use technology and the carbon content of alternative fuels. For
example, in the electric power sector, where just over
30 percent of U.S. natural gas is consumed, gas-fired
plants are significantly more efficient than the average
coal-fired plant. On the other hand, in the transport
sector—which is presently less than 1 percent of total
consumption—passenger cars fueled by compressed
natural gas (CNG) are up to 10 percent less efficient
than gasoline cars, and CNG buses are up to 20 percent
less efficient than diesel-fueled buses.36
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Source: EIA 2012.

SECTION 4. GHG IMPLICATIONS OF
RECENT EPA RULES AND FURTHER
ABATEMENT POTENTIAL
As domestic natural gas production continues to ramp
up, methane has the potential to play an increasing role
in short-term climate forcing, and therefore presents
important near-term opportunities for GHG emissions
reduction. Near-term reductions in methane emissions
would help slow the rise of global temperatures over the
next several decades (Box 1), even as market conditions
and existing regulations accelerate the shift from coal to
natural gas for electricity generation. In the long-term, it
is critical for climate policies to achieve significant reductions in economy-wide carbon dioxide emissions, which
represents over 80 percent of the total life cycle GHG footprint of natural gas (when integrated over a 100-year time
frame). The analysis below offers strategies for achieving
substantial near-term reductions in upstream methane
emissions, which would have the greatest impact in the
short term.
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Data and methods
In this section, we expand our discussion beyond the life
cycle emissions of a single well (Section 3) to quantify
economy-wide emissions from shale gas and natural gas
systems to illustrate the magnitude of the GHG emissions
from this sector. We then estimate the impact of the recent
EPA rules on those emissions, and examine the abatement potential of hypothetical future rules addressing the
largest remaining emissions sources after full implementation of the NSPS (see Box 5 for a detailed description
of these EPA rules). All of our modeling focuses only on
additional methane emissions reductions, although costeffective reductions in upstream CO2 emissions are likely
also achievable. Due to the recent growth in natural gas
production and the attendant uncertainty in projecting gas
production over the coming decades,37 we modeled three
different scenarios—a reference case, a high-shale estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) case, and a low-shale EUR
case. The reference case is built on the shale and natural
gas production estimates from the EIA’s Annual Energy
Outlook (2012) reference case; more information on the
high- and low-shale cases can be found in Box 6.
We built our model from the bottom up, using data
from GHG life cycle analyses to project emissions at the
national level. Primary GHG data sources were Weber and
Clavin (2012), which synthesizes the findings of multiple
life cycle studies of emissions from natural gas systems,
and EPA’s 2010 Inventory of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
and Sinks (GHG Inventory) published on April 15, 2012.38
We have developed our own methodologies for projecting
total emissions for all natural gas and shale gas systems,
emissions reductions expected from EPA’s recent NSPS
rule (Box 5), and the remaining potential for emissions
abatement (see Appendix 3 for a more detailed description
of our methods, assumptions, and data sources).
While other data sources are available, including a report39
from the American Petroleum Institute and America’s
Natural Gas Alliance (two industry associations), we use
EPA inventory data—and analysis from Weber and Clavin
(2012), which also relies on EPA Inventory data—because
of its continual refinement over several decades of peer
review. We believe they represent the most definitive source
for GHG emissions from U.S. natural gas systems. In Box 7
, we have included modeling results using emissions factors
from the API/ANGA study, some of which EPA adopted for
its draft 2013 GHG inventory, to illustrate the continuing
uncertainty surrounding methane emissions from natural
gas systems. EPA is continuously reviewing its assumptions
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Box 5 |

 ecent EPA Rules Affecting
R
Natural Gas Systems

In April 2012, in its first move to establish federal
standards for emissions at natural gas production wells,
EPA released the final versions (EPA 2012b) of two rules
that impact various equipment or processes throughout
the natural gas lifecycle— New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS) for volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
and a National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for oil and natural gas production. These
rules are designed to limit the release of VOCs and other
air toxics that contribute to smog and are associated with
a wide range of adverse health effects, and do not directly
address GHG emissions. However, by requiring the mitigation or capture of some of the gas that is leaked, vented,
or flared, the rules will have the cobenefit of reducing
GHG emissions, primarily methane, at the pre-production,
production, and processing lifecycle stages.
The most significant requirement contained in the new
rules from the perspective of GHG mitigation concerns the
process of well completion at newly fractured and refractured wells. The NSPS requires a 95 percent reduction
in VOCs from well completions, which can be achieved
through the use of green completions to capture gas that
would otherwise be vented or flared at the wellhead. While
the water-to-gas ratio is relatively high during the initial
flowback stage (and therefore less economical to capture
for sale), the EPA and O’Sullivan and Paltsev (2012) have
concluded that the use of green completion technologies is
likely profitable in most cases.
While the NSPS for well completions and workovers will
have the greatest impact on GHG and VOC emissions,
the other standards recently finalized by EPA will result in
further reductions of GHGs and VOCs.40 New high-bleed
pneumatic controllers, employed during the processing
stage of the natural gas life cycle to maintain gas pressure,
may not exceed a new leakage rate threshold of six cubic
feet of gas per hour, initially resulting in small reductions
in methane emissions according to emissions data from
the EPA GHG inventory. Similar reductions will come
from compressors used in gas production and processing,
which will need to reduce VOC emissions by 95 percent.
The new rule should reduce methane emissions from
compressors by a similar amount, and can be achieved
by converting wet seal compressors to dry seals and
properly maintaining reciprocating compressors. The
new performance standard for storage tanks at well sites
will primarily address VOC emissions, with limited GHG
cobenefits, as storage tanks are not a major source of GHG
emissions, according to the GHG inventory.
Projections of the GHG reductions resulting from these
new requirements can be found below.

and methodologies for a wide range of emissions factors
that could impact the results of this study. Significant
new information and analysis will be coming out over the
next year, including the publication in April of EPA’s 2013
inventory, the recently released emissions data provided
by industry under Subpart W of EPA’s Greenhouse Gas
Reporting Rule (EPA 2011c), and the results of several independent studies that will directly measure methane leakage
rates from natural gas systems (See Appendix 1; Hamburg
2013). As new data on methane emissions from natural gas
systems are published, WRI anticipates updating the analysis in this working paper.

Shale gas systems
Because EPA’s recent NSPS primarily impacts emissions
from shale and other unconventional gas systems, we begin
our discussion with shale gas before turning to all natural
gas systems. Our analysis shows the significant impact of
EPA’s recent NSPS for oil and gas systems on reducing GHG
emissions from gas processing equipment and shale gas production, and illuminates the areas where there is still much
work left to do. By focusing on three of the largest sources of
upstream emissions in the shale life cycle—well completions
(pre-production), workovers (production), and pneumatics—EPA rules will ensure substantial reductions below the
pre-NSPS emissions trajectory from 2013 through 2035 and
beyond.41 Figures 8 and 9 represent static “snapshots” of
the effect of the rule on emission rates for the four upstream
stages of the shale gas lifecycle—preproduction, production, processing, and storage, transmission and distribution
(ST&D)—in 2015, the first year in which the NSPS is fully
implemented, as well as in 2035, when the existing stock of
high-bleed pneumatic controllers and compressors should be
nearly completely retired or replaced with low-bleed equipment, as the rule requires a low bleed rate from new—but
not existing—equipment. Using a 100-year GWP, the NSPS
reduces upstream shale gas emissions from 12.11 g CO2e/MJ
to 8.24 g CO2e/MJ in 2015 and 7.57 g CO2e/MJ in 2035, a
reduction of 32 percent and 37 percent, respectively.42
Over the next several decades, we project (Figure 10) that
total upstream shale gas emissions would steadily increase
in the absence of the NSPS rules (“pre-NSPS”), from 89
MMt CO2e in 2012 to 159 MMt in 2035.43
When the reductions from the NSPS rules are included
(“BAU (with NSPS)”), one can see the significant effect
they have on upstream emissions of GHGs (primarily
methane) from shale gas. Beginning in 2013, as companies
begin to capture and flare gas leaked during well comple-
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shale gas emissions fall by roughly 39 percent relative to
projections without the NSPS. By 2035, emissions reductions below baseline increase to 46 percent. Even as shale
gas production increases in both absolute terms and as a
percentage of all natural gas production, upstream shale
gas emissions under the NSPS rules will still not have
returned to their current levels.

2

Conventional gas systems

1

As mentioned above, the recent EPA rules, which primarily
focus on well completions and workovers, disproportionately affect emissions from shale and other unconventional
gas systems. However, the standards for compressors and
controllers will affect conventional gas systems as well.
These rules went into effect in October 2012, and will have
an increasing effect over time as high-bleed equipment is
replaced, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. The rules result in a
1 percent overall reduction in GHG emissions from conventional gas systems in 2015, from 12.87 g CO2e/MJ to 12.68
g CO2e/MJ, and a 7 percent reduction to 11.99 g CO2e/MJ
in 2035, using a 100-year GWP.

Pre-production

Production

Processing

Transmission

Source: Baseline GHG data were provided by NETL (2012).

tions and workovers (and begin to replace high-bleed
pneumatic devices and compressors with lower-bleed
equipment, which has a smaller but still notable impact),
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All natural gas systems
Beginning in October 2012, when the recent EPA rules
went into effect, we estimate that emissions will be nearly
13 percent lower than they would have been without the
NSPS; similarly, by 2035, emissions will be 25 percent
lower than they would have been (compare 335 MMt
CO2e to 250 MMt CO2e). The upstream emissions in 2035
remain below current levels, even as shale gas production
increases from one-third of total domestic gas production
in 2013 to one half in 2035, according to the AEO 2012
reference case.
As a point of comparison, EPA projects its rules will result
in a reduction of 1–1.7 million short tons of methane per
year in 2015.44 Our analysis projects methane reductions
of 1.3 million short tons in 2015, a figure which increases
to 2.85 million short tons by 2035 as shale gas production increases and older, higher-emissions equipment is
phased out.

Source: Baseline GHG data were provided by NETL (2012).
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High- and Low-Shale Scenarios

In addition to a reference case scenario,
we modeled the impact of EPA rules in
both a high-shale EUR and low-shale EUR
scenario. These scenarios are based on the
corresponding scenarios from AEO 2012.
For a comparison of shale and non-shale gas
production levels in these scenarios,
see Table B6-1.
On a percentage basis, the effects of the
recent EPA rules in the high-shale EUR and
low-shale EUR scenarios are similar to the
reference case scenario, with slightly higher

percentage reductions in the high-shale
EUR scenario and slightly lower percentage
reductions in the low-shale EUR scenario.45
In the high-shale EUR scenario, upstream
emissions reductions across all natural gas
systems in 2035 due to the new rules were
27 percent below the high-shale baseline
using a 100-year GWP (Figure B6-1); in
the low-shale scenario, the corresponding emissions reduction was 21 percent.
Absolute emissions reductions were higher
in the high-shale EUR scenario, as would
be expected due to the greater absolute

emissions in the high-shale EUR scenario,
as well as the greater proportion of natural
gas production from shale formations. And
even though total production in 2035 is
lower in the low-shale EUR scenario than in
the reference case, increased production of
relatively higher emissions conventional gas
in the low-shale EUR scenario means that
emissions will converge with the reference
case, as seen in Figure B6-1.

TABLE B6-1 | PRODUCTION OF SHALE AND CONVENTIONAL GAS IN 2020 AND 2035, IN TRILLION CUBIC FEET PER YEAR

SCENARIO

SHALE
GAS PRODUCTION
IN 2020

OTHER
UNCONVENTIONAL
GAS PRODUCTION
IN 2020

CONVENTIONAL
GAS PRODUCTION
IN 2020

TOTAL PRODUCTION
IN 2020

SHALE
GAS PRODUCTION
IN 2035

OTHER
UNCONVENTIONAL
GAS PRODUCTION
IN 2035

CONVENTIONAL
GAS PRODUCTION
IN 2035

TOTAL PRODUCTION
IN 2035

Reference
Case

9.69

7.85

7.55

25.09

13.63

7.90

6.39

27.92

HighShale EUR

10.93

7.70

7.63

26.26

16.01

7.63

6.43

30.07

Low-Shale

8.03

8.06

7.52

23.61

9.74

8.10

8.27

26.11

FIGURE B6-1 | REFERENCE CASE, HIGH-SHALE EUR, AND LOW-SHALE EUR EMISSIONS SCENARIOS, 100-YEAR GWP, ALL GAS SYSTEMS
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Source: Baseline GHG data are based on Weber and Clavin (2012), EPA (2012a), and EIA (2012).
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Modeling Results Using API/ANGA Data

The API/ANGA study entitled “Characterizing Pivotal
Sources of Methane Emissions from Natural Gas Production” has considerably lower emissions factors and
emissions estimates for well completions, workovers,
and liquids unloading. Emissions from completions and
workovers are largely addressed by the NSPS, but liquids
unloading is the largest source of methane emissions from
conventional gas systems in EPA’s 2010 inventory (EPA
2012a). The API/ANGA study therefore implies a considerably lower quantity of methane emissions from natural
gas systems overall, and it is instructive to illustrate how
the results of this survey would impact our projections of
natural gas systems emissions and the reductions associated with the recent EPA rules.46
TABLE B7-1 | EMISSIONS PROJECTIONS ASSUMING AN
ALTERNATIVE METHANE EMISSIONS BASELINE (API/ANGA)

SCENARIO

EMISSIONS
IN 2015
(MMT CO2E)

EMISSIONS
IN 2035
(MMT CO2E)

Pre-NSPS Projections,
EPA Inventory Data

288

335

Pre-NSPS Projections,
API/ANGA Data

236

281

BAU (includes NSPS),
EPA Inventory Data

246

250

BAU (Includes NSPS),
API/ANGA Data

207

217

The uncertainty about the magnitude of emissions from
natural gas systems has led some (such as Howarth et al.
2011) to claim that gas may be worse than coal on a life
cycle emissions basis (including combustion). However,
through the adoption of a range of policies (see Section
5) and cleaner production practices, the upstream methane leakage rate for all U.S. natural gas systems could be
reduced to below 1 percent, ensuring that natural gas has
a significant advantage over coal from a climate impact
perspective. As natural gas production is expected to
increase dramatically over the coming decades, it is critical to reduce emissions from natural gas systems as much
as is economically and technologically feasible.
The three technologies discussed below are cost-effective
even without a price on carbon, with payback periods
ranging from several months to several years. This analysis is based on projected gas prices from the EIA’s Annual
Energy Outlook (2012) reference case, and conservative
estimates for the voluntary adoption rate and amount
of emissions captured by each process. An interagency
working group has assessed the social cost of carbon to
allow agencies to incorporate the benefits of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions into the cost-benefit analyses of
proposed regulatory actions.47 The working group settled
on a social cost of carbon of $19 per ton of CO2, though
we believe this figure should be higher.48 Yet even without
a price on carbon,49 our analysis demonstrates that the
technologies and practices discussed here are cost-effective and would be excellent candidates for future state or
federal air emissions standards.50

Total abatement potential

Emissions reduction potential
Even with the EPA rules in place, upstream emissions are
projected to be nearly 250 MMt CO2e per year in every
year through 2035 in the reference case scenario, and even
higher under the high-shale EUR scenario (using the 100year GWP). However, there are many cost-effective opportunities to reduce upstream GHG emissions from natural
gas systems. WRI calculations show that many, including
the three technologies described below, turn a profit after
several months or just a few years as leaking gas is captured and sold (see Appendix 2 for more details).

Taken together, the three processes listed below could
have a substantial impact on GHG emissions across all
upstream life cycle stages of natural gas.51 Assuming full
implementation in 2019, these measures could reduce
upstream emissions by 30 percent relative to the BAU
(with NSPS) scenario (using the 100-year GWP for methane). In absolute terms, this is a reduction of 71 MMt CO2e
in 2019, and 75 MMt CO2e in 2035. Such a requirement
would mitigate any growth in upstream emissions over
this period, as can be seen in Figure 14.
Detailed descriptions of the three abatement processes
included in these composite graphs are below.
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more details).
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Replacing existing high-bleed pneumatic controllers with
low-bleed devices
Controllers used to regulate gas flow and pressure are
often powered by gas, and are designed to continuously
bleed gas into the atmosphere as part of their normal
operations. The EPA rule addresses methane emissions
from new and modified controllers during processing.
Opportunities remain, though, to capture gas and reduce
emissions through the replacement of existing pneumatic
controllers with low-bleed or instrument air (no-bleed)
devices (Harvey et al. 2012).
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Source: Baseline GHG data are based on Weber and Clavin (2012), EPA (2012a),
and EIA (2012).

Reducing emissions from well blowdowns
with plunger lift systems52
Over time, liquids building up inside a well can impede
the flow of gas. As noted above, when these liquids are
removed, in a process known as a well blowdown (or liquids unloading), gas is often vented into the atmosphere.
A plunger lift system, which is typically installed in a well
while it is producing, regularly removes liquids as they
build up, obviating the need for blowdowns. The otherwise
vented gas can be captured, treated, and sold.
After the implementation of recent EPA rules, emissions
from liquids unloading would account for nearly onethird of all upstream methane emissions from natural gas
systems, a figure that remains roughly constant through
2035 in our BAU (with NSPS) scenario.53 In fact, liquids
unloading represents the greatest remaining source of
upstream GHG emissions in the natural gas industry after
implementation of the recent EPA rules.54
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Venting from pneumatic controllers in the course of normal operations represented 29 MMt CO2e in 2010 (100
year GWP), per the EPA’s 2012 GHG Inventory. Because
controllers are used in both shale gas and conventional gas
systems, we project this figure to increase to 37 MMt CO2e
in 2035. Low-bleed or no-bleed devices can eliminate a
high percentage of emissions from controllers in the production and transmission stages,55 but are not extensively
utilized voluntarily. Assuming a 25 percent voluntary
adoption rate, a rule that requires the reduction of 75 percent of emissions from pneumatic controllers beginning
in 2019 would result in a reduction of GHG emissions of
nearly 19 MMt CO2e in the first year, increasing to 21 MMt
CO2e in 2035, with a payback period of approximately
three years.

Leak detection and repair (LDAR)
Fugitive gas leaks from field equipment at the well site at
processing plants and compressor stations is a significant
source of GHG emissions during the production, processing, and transmission life cycle stages. Detecting these
fugitive emissions can be quick and easy, but inaccessible
locations require special equipment, such as infrared
cameras, due to the fact that methane is both colorless and
odorless.56 Our analysis shows that investing in this equipment and the training to use it will quickly turn a profit in
most instances.
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E ffect on Shale Gas Emissions of Replacing
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Utilizing LDAR
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A 1 percent methane leakage rate is almost achievable,
according to our analysis of the implications of the recent
EPA rule and with additional reductions through the
adoption of three additional cost-effective technologies
(Figure 17).57 However, we also know that more cost-

effective reduction opportunities are available, so more
could be done to further reduce emissions throughout the
natural gas life cycle. For example, Harvey et al. (2012)
identified a total of ten measures—two of which are now
required by the 2012 NSPS. Broad implementation of all
of these technologies was the basis for the most ambitious
(or “go-getter”) scenario included in a report, recently
published by WRI (Bianco et al. 2013).58 Figure 17 illustrates that a more comprehensive set of federal rules,
entering into force in 2019, would reduce upstream methane emissions to well below 1 percent of total production.
This ambitious scenario would keep upstream natural gas
systems emissions flat even as production increases over
the coming decades.
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Table 2 |

Summary of Annual GHG Emissions from U.S. Natural Gas Systems Under Various Scenarios, through 2035
EMISSIONS IN 2015
(MMT CO2E)

EMISSIONS IN 2020

EMISSIONS IN 2035

Pre-NSPS Projections

288

304

335

BAU, Reference Case

246

249

250

BAU, Reference Case with Additional Abatement

246

177

175

Pre-NSPS Projections, High-Shale EUR Case

296

317

359

BAU, High-Shale EUR Case

251

256

262

BAU, High-Shale EUR Case with Additional Abatement

251

182

183

Pre-NSPS Projections, Low-Shale EUR Case

278

288

318

BAU, Low-Shale EUR Case

231

235

253

BAU, Low-Shale EUR Case with Additional Abatement

231

159

167

“Go-getter” Scenario

246

109

110

1% Leakage Rate

135

143

159

SCENARIO

SECTION 5. POLICY APPROACHES
TO REDUCING METHANE EMISSIONS

(Krupnick et al. 2013) identified venting of methane
as a consensus environmental risk64 associated with shale
gas development.

Policymakers, industry, and investors have compelling
reasons to focus on reducing air emissions from natural
gas systems. Natural gas sector operations and infrastructure represent a significant source of several harmful air
emissions.59 These include volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), which are chemicals that contribute to groundlevel ozone (i.e., smog); nitrogen oxide (NOx) which also
contributes to smog formation;60 air toxics; carbon dioxide
and methane. Exposure to ozone is linked to asthma,
increased hospital admissions, and premature death.61
Air toxics, such as benzene and toluene, are suspected or
known causes of cancer and many other serious health
effects.62 Though short-lived in the atmosphere, methane
is a relatively potent greenhouse gas (Box 1) and it also
contributes to ground-level ozone (West et al. 2006).63

These concerns are leading to a growing trend toward
more environmental regulation of oil and gas development. EPA recently updated federal standards for emissions from segments of the oil and gas sector. Policy has
progressed at varying speeds at the state level, resulting in
a policy patchwork (Logan et al. 2012). Natural gas development presents a wide range of risk factors (Krupnick et
al. 2013), and no state can boast a comprehensive model
of policies to address air pollution, water quality, water
usage, and other community impacts (GAO 2012). Experience has shown that state policy leadership has been
critical for reducing pollution from this sector; however, a
strong case remains for federal rules to overcome barriers
and to more effectively improve air quality.

Public debates over the rapid development of unconventional natural gas resources are ongoing, and vocal
opposition to hydraulic fracturing has received widespread
media attention. Furthermore, a recent expert survey

Air emissions from natural gas systems has received
heightened attention in recent years. However, most studies have focused on “unconventional” natural gas development, especially on production-stage methane emissions
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from shale gas production. This includes recent reports
characterizing the shale gas regulatory landscape (e.g.,
Logan et al. 2012; Wiseman and Gradijan 2012), offering policy recommendations (e.g., SEAB 2011a; SEAB
2011b; IEA 2012), and suggesting guidance to the investment community (Liroff 2011; Williams 2012). However,
since upstream air emissions extend beyond the shale gas
production stage (Section 2), this section considers all
onshore operations. The discussion begins with an overview of the current policy landscape, describing the relevant federal and state environmental rules that broadly
apply to “upstream65” air emissions from U.S. natural
gas systems.66 The section concludes with a discussion of
specific policy actions that state and federal policymakers,
plus environmental leaders in industry, could take to help
reduce methane emissions.

The federal policy landscape
EPA—Clean Air Act
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Section
109 of the Clean Air Act (CAA) requires EPA to set ambient air quality standards for pollutants that originate from
a variety of new and existing sources and are harmful to
public health and welfare. EPA has established NAAQS for
“six criteria” air pollutants, including ground-level ozone
(O3)67 which is formed through chemical reactions between
VOCs, NOx, and sunlight. Current NAAQS for ozone were
finalized in 2008 and EPA is required to periodically review
the standards to ensure that they are adequately protective
of public health and the environment.
A central goal of the CAA is to achieve NAAQS through
a variety of well-known provisions, including NSPS
(described below). NAAQS are not directly enforceable by
the EPA; rather, the states are responsible for achieving
NAAQS within their jurisdiction, with oversight and backup enforcement by EPA (Ayres and Olson 2011). Section 110
of the CAA requires states to develop and submit to EPA
state implementation plans (SIPs), specifying how each
state will attain the federal standards through regulations,
permitting, or other policies. Areas where pollution levels
exceed the NAAQS for any criteria pollutants are designated “nonattainment.” States with nonattainment areas
are generally required to submit an updated SIP68 and are
subject to more stringent permitting requirements for a
wide range of new and existing pollution sources across the
state. Sources determined to be significant contributors to
air quality problems are more likely to be subject to targeted regulations under updated SIPs. The NAAQS process

can be used to address both new and existing emissions
sources, an important distinguishing feature that enables
state leadership in air quality improvement.
Elevated ground-level ozone levels in rural parts of Colorado and Utah have been attributed to natural gas development in those states (Logan et al. 2012; Fruedenthal
2009). Ozone pollution in the Dallas Fort-Worth metropolitan area also has been attributed to nearby natural gas
development (Armendariz 2009). Of course, these trends
toward rising ground-level ozone in areas with expanding
oil and gas development have regulatory implications. In
2012, Wyoming’s rural Upper Green River Basin was classified for the first time by EPA as in nonattainment with
the 8-hour NAAQS for ozone.69 Finally, the EPA recently
finalized an integrated science assessment for ozone (EPA
2013b), which forms the scientific foundation for the periodic review of NAAQS standards and could provide the
basis for more stringent standards in the future.
New Source Performance Standards. Section 111 of the
CAA requires EPA to set new source performance standards for industrial categories that cause, or significantly
contribute to, air pollution that may “endanger public
health or welfare.” NSPS are nationally uniform technologybased emissions standards for industrial source categories
(Martineau and Stagg 2011). NSPS sets a federal floor for
emissions performance by covered facilities and can apply
to both new and existing emissions sources. The standard
is set according to emission levels achieved by the best
“adequately demonstrated” control technology, taking costs
into consideration. NSPS is designed as a complement
to NAAQS, with the purpose of avoiding new pollution
problems (Martineau and Stagg 2011). States may choose
to implement and enforce NSPS70 based on more stringent
standards than those established by the EPA, but state
NSPS rules may not be less stringent.
In April of 2012, EPA finalized rules for oil and gas facilities and updated the NESHAP rules to reduce VOCs and
air toxics from the oil and gas sector (see Box 5, above, for
details). The rule targets VOC emissions from gas wells,
storage tanks, and other equipment with the benefit of
reducing ground-level ozone at oil and gas production
fields, and to a lesser extent at processing plants and
transmission facilities. The CAA requires EPA to update
these standards within eight years, although EPA has
discretion to do so earlier, if it is warranted. These rules
target VOCs and air toxics, but will have the cobenefit
of reducing methane emissions from new and modified
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wells.71 However, many impurities are removed from
natural gas during the processing stage, so pipeline grade
natural gas is composed primarily of methane. For this
reason, any rule that targets air toxics and VOC pollutants
will be less effective at indirectly achieving methane emissions reductions during the transmission stage.
New Source Performance Standards for Methane? Since
EPA’s 2009 “endangerment finding” that rising atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases endanger public health and welfare,72 the Clean Air Act has been used
to regulate major sources of GHG emissions.73 In 2012 the
EPA used section 111(b) of the Clean Air Act as the basis
for a proposed NSPS for greenhouse gas emissions from
new power plants, suggesting that this is the preferred
approach for stationary source regulations. CAA sections
111(b) and 111(d) give the EPA a mechanism to directly
regulate methane emissions from new and existing methane emissions sources (Bianco et al. 2013).
On December 11, 2012, attorneys general from seven
Northeast states—New York, Connecticut, Delaware,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Vermont—
announced their plans to sue EPA for its failure to use
section 111(b) of the Clean Air Act to directly regulate
methane emissions from the oil and gas industry.74 In
their letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, the coalition, led by New York attorney general Eric Schneiderman, concluded that “control measures are available and
cost-effective, and that methane standards therefore are
appropriate and legally required.”75
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs). Section 112 of the CAA
requires EPA to protect public health and the environment
through reduced exposure to certain toxic, or hazardous,
air pollutants.76 For major sources of toxics listed in the
Act, EPA is required to set technology-based standards
that achieve “the maximum degree of reduction in emissions.” Standards for new sources are set based on emissions levels that are achieved “in practice by the best controlled similar source,” while existing sources have slightly
less stringent standards to meet (i.e., as good as or better
than the best performing 12 percent of existing sources).
Relatively small emissions sources—that is, those below
the “major source” threshold—regulated under section 112
are called “area sources” and held to separate standards.
However, section 112 includes special exemptions for the
oil and gas sector that make it more difficult to control
toxic pollution from these sources. Specifically, section
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112(n)(4) explicitly prevents EPA from treating oil and
gas infrastructure as “area sources” or from aggregating
multiple oil and gas emissions sources into a single facility
that could be subject to “major source” regulation. While
this still makes refineries and other major facilities subject
to emissions standards under this CAA section, it excludes
wells, gathering lines, storage tanks, and other individually small sources that may add up to significant emissions
when aggregated with all of the other infrastructure from
a large natural gas development. Given that natural gas
leaking from preproduction and production stage infrastructure is not-yet refined or processed, it emits relatively
high concentrations of toxics and VOCs.
However, EPA has the ability to waive this exception in
“metropolitan statistical areas” such as Dallas Fort-Worth,
Texas, and Denver, Colorado. In light of rapid expansion of natural gas development into urban and suburban
areas and recent evidence of health effects linked to toxic
air emission exposure (McKenzie et al. 2012), EPA should
consider revisiting this section of the CAA. To better
understand which densely populated suburban and urban
areas of the country are most exposed to HAPs from oil
and gas operations, EPA should consider expanding the
scope of the Toxic Release Inventory to require reporting of toxic air emissions from natural gas systems (see
further discussion, below).
Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP). In February 2013, EPA’s GHGRP published for the first time GHG
emissions data from petroleum and natural gas facilities—for
the year 2011. The authorizing legislation77 for the GHGRP
directed EPA to use its existing authority under section 114
of the CAA to set up this GHG registry. In the final rulemaking,78 EPA noted that these GHG data would enable states,
the public, and EPA “to track emission trends from industries and facilities within industries over time, particularly in
response to policies and potential regulations.”
The rule requires GHG reporting by all facilities that emit
25,000 metric tons or more of CO2e per year. To enable
broader coverage, the EPA defines “facility” for the oil and
gas sector to include all emissions associated with wells
owned or operated by a single company in a specific hydrocarbon producing basin.79 However, the EPA has not estimated what percentage of total actual emissions is covered
by the rule.80 The GHG Inventory is designed to estimate
total emissions from the sector81, including from small and
dispersed sources (see Appendix 1, for more details).
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EPA – Toxic Release Inventory
Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). The TRI was established
by Congress in 1986, as part of the Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act, and provides one of
the most comprehensive public sources of information on
release of toxic materials into the environment. Although
the oil and gas extraction sector is a significant source of
toxic air emissions, it is not required to report in the TRI
because individual sources within this sector are generally small and dispersed. However, for Subpart W of the
GHGRP, EPA aggregated multiple sources into a broader
definition of “facility.” On October 24, 2012, seventeen
public interest groups filed a petition82 for the U.S. EPA to
initiate a rulemaking to similarly redefine “facility” for the
purposes of the TRI, which would require the oil and natural gas extraction industry to publicly report their releases
of toxic chemicals.

Department of Interior—Public Lands
The U.S. Department of Interior (DOI) has jurisdiction
over oil and gas leasing agreements on federal and Indian
lands, which currently supply 11 percent of all U.S. natural
gas production. This gives DOI the authority to limit the
environmental impacts of oil and gas development in several
ways, including through the promulgation of regulations
and Onshore oil and gas orders, through negotiated lease
agreements and through the collection and dissemination of
information regarding best management practices (BMP).83
While DOI rules only apply to activities on public and
Indian lands, the agency can develop model policies for
other federal agencies—notably EPA—or state regulators84 to apply more broadly to oil and gas operations in
other jurisdictions. For example, one of the mitigation
measures required for approval of an oil and gas project in
Wyoming was the construction of pipelines to handle drilling liquids in order to reduce truck traffic to well sites.85
Below are two other examples of steps that the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) has recently taken to reduce the
environmental impact of oil and gas operations.
In May 2012, DOI signed a Record of Decision86 approving
Anadarko Petroleum Corp.’s Greater Natural Buttes Area
Gas Development Project in northeast Utah. The project,
including plans for drilling more than 3,000 natural gas
wells over a 10-year period, went forward with support
from environmental groups after developers committed to
a so-called Resource Protection Alternative with pollution
control measures to reduce air emissions that contribute
to ground-level ozone in the region (Streater 2012).

In May 2012, BLM proposed a rule87 to increase transparency and to protect water supplies from risks associated
with hydraulic fracturing on public and Indian lands.
The rule would require disclosure of the chemicals used
in hydraulic fracturing, protect groundwater through
updated standards for wellbore integrity, and ensure
proper management of flowback water. While this proposed rule would not address air emissions, external
pressure is growing on the BLM to update regulations,
notices, and orders to reduce air emissions from oil and
gas operations.88

State policy landscape
State governments and commissions have historically
played a prominent role in regulating oil and gas development (NPC 2011; Wiseman and Gradijan 2012). Most
state-level oil and gas regulations deal with issues pertaining to safety and local air and water quality (GAO 2012).
In general, states often write and enforce their own regulations and permitting requirements. In addition, they have
responsibility for implementing federal environmental
rules, in cases where EPA has delegated such authorities
at the request of states (see the discussion on NSPS and
NESHAP above). Through these processes, many states
have developed a record of leadership that ultimately
forms the basis for federal pollution control regulations.
With the exception of Colorado and Wyoming, few states
have chosen to set air emissions standards for preproduction and production-stage oil and gas operations that are
more stringent than federal rules (GAO 2012; Gribovicz,
2011). Many state regulators defer to EPA’s standards,
especially in cases where state legislatures have explicitly
prohibited regulators from exceeding federal requirements
(Hecht 2004) (see “barriers to state leadership,” discussed
below). For example, while states may establish minimum
safety requirements for workers or nearby residents,
most toxic air pollution from oil and gas production sites
has been unregulated (GAO 2012). This is true in part
because individual sources in the upstream value chain
are often relatively small, and thus fail to trigger some size
thresholds under the federal Clean Air Act (Wiseman and
Gradijan 2012; GAO 2012).
Nevertheless, states with poor air quality that exceeds
NAAQS for one or more criteria air pollutants (e.g.,
ground-level ozone) have the authority and impetus to
include controls on VOCs or NOx from oil and gas facilities in their state implementation plans. Many states have
also adopted NSPS for processing plants, which are larger
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stationary sources (Gribovicz 2011). While this has created benefits for local air quality, one result has also been
a regulatory patchwork and incomplete air regulation for
some regions—with individual states advancing different
rules on different timelines.

State policy leadership
Most states with significant shale gas development—or
resource potential, in the case of New York—have been
actively working to update their regulations to address
growing concerns about air and water-related impacts
of hydraulic fracturing (Logan et al. 2012; Wiseman and
Gradijan 2012; GAO 2012). In the context of air emissions, the most notable examples are the regulation of
VOCs from oil and gas operations in Colorado and Wyoming, which provide a model for EPA’s recently finalized
NSPS (Wiseman and Gradijan 2012; GAO 2012).
 Colorado requires green completions or other emissions abatement strategies during well completions
and recompletions to the extent feasible (GAO 2012;
Gribovicz, 2011). In addition, Colorado requires no or
low-bleed pneumatic devices for all new and existing
applications, but only in ozone nonattainment areas.
In addition, 90 to 95 percent of VOC reductions are
required for most liquids condensate and crude oil
tanks, and also at dehydrator units (Gribovicz 2011).
Colorado conducted an open process with extensive
public outreach and stakeholder engagement,89 which
contributed to the successful development and implementation of these oil and gas sector regulations.
 Wyoming’s oil and gas permitting requires reporting
during episodic releases of regulated emissions, and
the state’s BMPs require that VOC and HAP emissions
be “minimized to the extent practicable” during liquids unloading and from other sources.90 The permitting requires controls for dehydration units, condensate tanks, pneumatics, and green completions, with
different tiers of control level based on geographic
location (Gribovicz 2011).91
 Another example under consideration is the “Illinois
Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act,” which was
recently introduced in the Illinois General Assembly.92
Like the NSPS/NESHAP rules, the bill would require
green completions during well completions and
workovers, but would go beyond the scope of federal
regulations in two important regards. First, the bill
would impose green completion requirements on oil
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wells (not just natural gas wells). Second, it would
require operators to annually report the quantity of
natural gas flared or vented from each hydraulically
fractured well.93
This experience demonstrates the value of state policy
innovation for establishing model rules based on local
expertise and experience with emerging industry practices
and technologies. Meanwhile, many states with limited
recent experience or those facing the prospect of expansion in oil and gas development within their jurisdiction
are taking steps to add more comprehensive regulations,
including measures to mitigate air emissions. For example, New York continues to have a moratorium in place as
they work to complete a new regulatory framework for air,
water, and other impacts of shale gas development.
In many cases, government and industry are working
together to identify and promulgate best practice regulations. For example, STRONGER (State Review of Oil and
Natural Gas Environmental Regulations; www.strongerinc.org) is a state-federal-industry partnership that
documents and reviews state regulations on natural gas
production in order to help improve their efficacy. One
major challenge with this model is that its effectiveness
depends on states volunteering time and resources to
invite external scrutiny of their regulatory processes. With
more funding (SEAB 2011b; NPC 2011) and more statelevel participation, it could become a more effective model
in support of state policy leadership.

Barriers to state leadership; legal, fiscal,
and political limitations
The net benefits of federal environmental laws such as the
Clean Air Act have been well-documented in both human
health and economic terms (NRC 2009; EPA 2011b).
However, debates continue regarding the appropriate
roles for state versus federal government in regulating
industry. The oil and gas industry typically argues that
state governments are best suited to regulate the sector
because state personnel are uniquely well-versed in local
geology, hydrology, and other relevant considerations
(NPC 2011). The alternative view, which underpins most
federal environmental laws, is that consistent, national
minimum protections for public health and the environment are appropriate, especially for air pollutants, which
can also cause air quality problems in downwind neighboring states or have implications for the global climate
(in the case of GHGs).
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The result of our federalist system is a patchwork of rules,
which has both positive and negative features. On the plus
side, the public benefits when states can innovate and be
the laboratories for new policies that can be more protective than minimum standards required by federal law
and that the federal government may later adopt. On the
down side, some state legislatures have enacted so-called
“no-more-stringent” rules (NMSRs), which explicitly
prevent state environmental agencies from developing or
enforcing regulations that are more protective than those
set by the federal government (Hermans 2011). Though
NMSR policies may be designed to encourage investment by industry, they also have a tendency to promote
a “race-to-the-bottom,” resulting in relatively poor environmental quality and fewer protections for public health
in states that adopt them (Hecht 2004). Ironically, the
policy dynamic created by NMSRs can be detrimental to
economic development. As noted above, allowing ambient ozone levels to deteriorate beyond allowable federal
standards causes states and counties to be classified as
nonattainment areas (for example, counties in Colorado,
Wyoming, and Utah), which complicates federal permitting for prospective new industrial development.
As of 2004, NMSRs were on the books in roughly half of
all states in the U.S. Among the states with NMSRs applying to some or all environmental regulations, those that
also have ongoing or potential development of shale gas
or oil resources include Arkansas, Colorado, Kentucky,
Montana, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming (Hecht
2004). The practical implication of NMSRs is that they
constrain what state executive branch agencies may do.
None of these rules are written into state constitutions,
so state legislatures can always pass new environmental laws that are not subject to such rules. In addition,
some NMSRs have limited applicability, while others
may include exemptions that merely require hearings or
economic impact assessments (for example, in Colorado)
before regulations may be developed. Having NMSRs on
the books does not necessarily prevent state air agencies
from curbing air emissions beyond the federal requirements, but they can serve as practical and political barriers to state policy leadership.
A challenging issue for air quality management at the state
level is that actions taken by most state clean air authorities are primarily driven by achieving attainment with
respect to six criteria pollutant thresholds; that is, NAAQS.
As a result, unless poor air quality has triggered (or threat-

ens to trigger) nonattainment, few state air agencies have
taken steps to regulate air emissions from the oil and gas
sector. However, section 110 of the CAA requires states to
develop regulations not just to correct nonattainment, but
also to maintain attainment of NAAQS in their own jurisdictions and in neighboring states. If the current trend of
expanding oil and gas development makes it increasingly
difficult for states to maintain NAAQS compliance, states
thus have the authority to proactively address this issue.
Finally, all states have limited resources dedicated to the
inspection of oil and gas operations and the enforcement
of rules and regulations. While some states, like Pennsylvania and Colorado, have recently increased staffing
in these areas, others retain limited staff capacity despite
increasing levels of development in their states (Logan et
al. 2012; WORC 2013).

Regulatory and market structure barriers
While broad authorities exist for federal and state governments to improve air quality, until very recently most of
the preproduction and production-stage oil and gas activities remained largely unregulated from an air emissions
standpoint. Furthermore, while natural gas companies
may have an incentive to minimize gas leaks throughout
the life cycle, oil and gas market structures are not always
directly aligned to enable this outcome, despite the economic and/or environmental benefits.
The reasons for this are varied within each life cycle stage
because of numerous potential “principal-agent” problems. The economic benefits of investments may accrue
to companies operating elsewhere in the supply chain,
which reduce the incentive for businesses to make apparently cost-effective capital investments in low-emissions
equipment. For example, while production companies
typically own the gas as it leaves the wellhead, they will
hire a service company to drill the well and conduct well
completions. Unless a service company is contractually
obligated to use green completions or take other measures
to reduce methane leakage, it is not necessarily in their
interest to minimize unmeasured, invisible losses of a
product that they do not own. Fortunately, the new NSPS/
NESHAP rule will help to address this particular problem
by requiring green completions for all hydraulically fractured natural gas wells.
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Another, related concern occurs when production companies sign leases from landowners or mineral rights owners
that require well development by a date certain. A firm
deadline like this can drive companies to drill and hydraulically fracture wells before gathering lines are available,
requiring extensive venting or flaring during the flowback
stage of well completion. In North Dakota, short-term
lease agreements are contributing to the same dynamic
with respect to tight oil wells. These wells are producing
significant amounts of associated natural gas, 30 percent
of which is being vented or flared.94 Associated gas already
makes up 9 percent of U.S. natural gas production,95 and
the market is shifting further in this direction because
natural gas is cheap and oil is expensive and profitable.
Unfortunately, these oil wells are not covered by the new
NSPS/NESHAP rule.
From a policy perspective, the pipeline stage is of particular interest because tariffs and contracts between pipeline
companies and their shippers are subject to oversight and
approval by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC). Pipeline companies often require shippers to
make in-kind payments (tariffs) for natural gas used by
pipeline companies and for lost and unaccounted for fuel
(LAUF), both of which contribute to upstream CO2 and
methane emissions from natural gas pipeline systems.
While a competitive market for natural gas transmission
creates an incentive for pipeline companies to keep their
tariff rates down, some tariff structures guarantee cost
recovery for fuel usage and LAUF regardless of the services rendered. FERC recognized this problem in its 2007
Notice of Inquiry,96 which sought public comment on ways
to increase the incentive for pipeline companies to reduce
their fuel use and LAUF gas (given that fuel gas charges
had been rising as a portion of total interstate transmission rates). The commission has since received a handful
of related filings from pipeline companies. For example,
the El Paso Natural Gas Company proposed to establish
an incentive mechanism whereby customers would share
capital project costs and savings that result from efficiency
improvements and reduced LAUF.97 So far, FERC has not
approved any such proposals, suggesting that more work
is needed by FERC, pipelines, shippers, and perhaps state
utility commissions to establish appropriate rewards for
these investments and to properly account for achieved
natural gas savings.98
Finally, over 6,300 natural gas producers operate in the
U.S. and thousands more companies are involved with
natural gas processing, pipelines, storage, marketing, and
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distribution.99 As a result, even the best intentioned and
well-coordinated efforts by large companies to develop,
promulgate, and adopt best practices for reducing methane emissions will not be adequate to ensure that all businesses have the technical or financial capacity to voluntarily hold themselves to high standards. Even with the
general trend toward greater consolidation within this sector (NPC 2011), the existence of thousands of market players is a good reason for policymakers to support a more
active government role in terms of regulatory oversight, to
protect the public interest through the establishment and
enforcement of minimum standards for responsible oil
and gas development.

Private sector leadership and initiatives
Despite the barriers listed above, oil and gas companies
have a number of reasons to act proactively and voluntarily
to identify and adopt best practices (for example, the Shell
Shale Gas Operating Principles100). A business case for reducing air emissions includes the following considerations:
 Many emissions reduction options are cost-effective,
such that reducing methane loss can improve a company’s competitive advantage.
 The extraction of remaining oil and gas reserves often
requires new (i.e., “unconventional”) technologies and
practices; investors and customers are increasingly
concerned about their exposure to the risks associated
with such practices. This puts added pressure on oil
and gas companies to demonstrate a commitment to
environmentally and socially responsible practices.
 Being proactive about worker safety and environmental
protection is good for corporate image and generally
beneficial for preserving the industry’s social license to
operate, enabling access to oil and gas resources.
 It is beneficial for companies to avoid noncompliance
situations that can potentially have significant commercial and legal implications.
The American Petroleum Institute (API) publishes model
standards and offers technical guidance for companies to
improve their environmental performance across a wide
range of operations and activities (API 2009). API has not
yet identified or agreed to standards for cost-effectively
minimizing air emissions throughout the U.S. natural gas
life cycle. However, industry leaders are taking proactive steps by following recommendations made by SEAB
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Policy Recommendations in Previous Studies

This working paper builds on earlier efforts
by several influential and well-positioned
groups. Three studies stand out. These
studies were broader in scope but generally less detailed than this paper, which is
narrowly focused on air emissions. We
summarize here the key air emissions
related policy recommendations from the
following reports:
1. In 2011, the secretary of energy’s
Advisory Board Natural Gas Subcommittee issued two reports (SEAB 2011a;
SEAB 2011b) in response to the request
from Secretary Steven Chu to develop
consensus recommendations for government agencies “on practices for shale
extraction to ensure the protection of
public health and the environment.”
2. In 2011, the National Petroleum Council,
an oil and natural gas advisory committee to the U.S. secretary of energy,
issued a report (2011)—entitled Prudent
Development; Realizing the Potential of
North America’s Abundant Natural Gas
and Oil Resources—that details the
changing landscape for oil and natural
gas development and includes several
emissions-related policy recommendations.
3. The Golden Rules for a Golden Age of
Gas (IEA 2012) was a special report of
the International Energy Agency’s annual
World Energy Outlook. This publication
included several valuable air emissionsrelated policy recommendations, some of
which echoed suggestions made previously by SEAB and NPC.

All three studies recognized the need for
better public information on many aspects
of shale gas development. SEAB specifically recommended a federal interagency
planning process to collect emissions data
and assess the life cycle greenhouse gas
footprint of natural gas used in the U.S.
SEAB also encouraged operating companies
to more actively and systematically collect
air emissions data from production sites in
a variety of shale gas basins, using common
methodologies for measuring, analyzing,
and disclosing emissions data. An effort to
partially implement this recommendation
is under way in the form of a collaborative research project led by the University
of Texas at Austin and the Environmental
Defense Fund (see Appendix 1).
SEAB and IEA both recommended that oil
and gas companies focus more attention
on actively managing the full spectrum
of short-term, long-term, and cumulative
impacts of industrial activities that accompany large-scale oil and gas development.
All three reports encouraged companies
to more actively build public trust through
increased transparency, along with better
and more active engagement with local communities. Specifically, SEAB and NPC both
recommended the establishment of regional
“centers of excellence” to develop and
promulgate best practices in cooperation
with public interest groups, state and local
regulatory agencies, and local academic
institutions. Some leadership companies
have already taken steps to implement
this recommendation (see “Private Sector
Partnerships and Initiatives” above).

Though all three groups support voluntary
industry efforts to improve environmental
performance, IEA and SEAB also envisioned
a greater role for government in developing
regulations. They also encouraged independent evaluation and verification. There
was agreement that regulations should
(a) be developed through transparent and
inclusive processes, (b) avoid redundancies
with existing laws, and (c) be structured to
enable continuous improvement in environmental performance over time.
These reports also highlighted the need for
new revenues to support new regulations and
other policy efforts. The rapid increase in U.S.
natural gas development demands urgent,
more proactive actions by air and environmental agencies, with greater financial support
than state and federal governments have been
willing or able to provide. For example, SEAB
(2011b) called for state governments to raise
new revenues through fees, royalty payments, and severance taxes levied on oil and
gas industry activities to finance a range of
activities, including emissions monitoring and
associated regulatory actions. Many oil and
gas companies have expressed public support
for such fees (NPC 2011), provided that new
revenues are applied directly for the purpose
of achieving efficient and effective regulations
(as opposed to being funneled into general
funds and subject to annual appropriations).
While the establishment of such dedicated
revenue streams through a legislative process
could be useful for ensuring consistent and
adequate levels of much-needed funding,
protections must also be in place to avoid
conflicts of interest between industry and
direct funding recipients.
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(2011b) and NPC (2011). Eleven oil and gas companies
recently formed a regional council of excellence called
the Appalachia Shale Recommended Practices Group
(ASRPG), which has issued consensus recommendations. Another example is the Center for Sustainable
Shale Development, which recently agreed to 15 initial
performance standards for protecting air quality, water
resources and climate.101
Though not directly related to air emissions, FracFocus102
serves as a high-profile, somewhat controversial example
of an industry-state government partnership, designed
to increase public awareness of hydraulic fracturing
operations. FracFocus is a national registry through
which industry voluntarily discloses the chemicals they
use for hydraulic fracturing operations. The FracFocus
registry is managed by the Ground Water Protection
Council and Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission,
though it has been widely criticized for being predominantly funded and founded with support from industry
(Elgin et al. 2012). With ten states now using FracFocus as
the central database for official state chemical disclosure
(no longer voluntary in these cases), it has drawn heightened scrutiny for not being subject to third-party verification, for not being sufficiently comprehensive (Elgin et al.
2012), and for not making raw data publicly accessible in
a way that would more readily allow for robust analysis by
independent researchers.103

SECTION 6. CONCLUSION: NEXT STEPS
TO REDUCE METHANE EMISSIONS
Reducing methane emissions from natural gas systems is
critical for minimizing the contribution to climate change
from natural gas development and use. New public policies will be needed because market conditions alone are not
sufficient to compel industry to adequately or quickly adopt
best practices, particularly when the cost-saving benefits of
investments accrue to other entities down the supply chain.
Minimum federal standards for environmental performance are a necessary and appropriate framework for
addressing cross-boundary pollution issues like air emissions. The federal Clean Air Act regulations are generally
developed in close consultation with industry and state
regulators and are implemented by states. This framework allows adequate flexibility to enable state policy
leadership and continuous improvement in environmental
protection over time.
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Any new regulations should be developed with the following considerations in mind:
 Policies and regulatory programs should be environmentally effective and designed to be as protective as
authorizing statutes allow.
 New and updated regulations should be developed in
coordination or consultation with relevant federal and
state agencies and commissions to avoid redundancies, inconsistencies or other potentially costly inefficiencies.
 When evaluating the cost-effectiveness of proposed
regulations, the full scope of cobenefits associated
with pollution reductions should be taken into account
whenever possible. For example, the many benefits of
reducing emissions from oil and gas systems include
cutting air toxics, reducing smog-forming pollutants,
and slowing the rate of climate change.
New regulations must always be developed based on the
most current and accurate data and information available. Fortunately, new facility-level GHG emissions data
for 2011 were recently published by GHGRP (and 2012
GHG emissions data are due to be published in the fall of
2013). This provides sufficient information for state and
federal governments to initiate the rulemaking processes
described below.104 Finally, any new rulemaking would
necessarily involve the collection of additional data, as
needed, to ensure that emissions standards are appropriately designed to minimize potential emissions from new,
modified, and existing sources.
The remainder of this section describes the range of
actions that can be taken to reduce methane emissions.105
Through these and related efforts, policies can be put in
place to reduce total methane leakage rates to below 1
percent of total production.

Federal approaches to address emissions
The recently enacted federal VOC and air toxics standards
for oil and gas systems will result in significant reductions in methane emissions from shale gas development,
as discussed in section 4 above. A number of additional
tools remain available that can either directly or indirectly
reduce methane emissions and support stronger and
smarter action at the state level.
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 Directly regulate GHG emissions under section 111
of the Clean Air Act. As noted above, section 111 of
the Clean Air Act authorizes EPA to set performance
standards for GHG emissions, including methane,
from new and existing oil and natural gas systems.
These authorities could be used to achieve emissions
reductions from any number of significant sources,
including through measures described in section 4 of
this working paper: (a) the use of plunger lift systems
at new and existing systems during liquids unloading operations; (b) fugitive methane leak monitoring
and repair at new and existing well sites, processing
plants, and compressor stations; and (c) replacing
existing high-bleed pneumatic devices with low-bleed
equivalents throughout natural gas systems.
 This approach would enable the regulation of methane
emissions from new and existing pollution sources. By
regulating methane directly rather than as a cobenefit
of addressing VOCs or HAPs, such rules would more
effectively achieve GHG emissions reductions from
all segments of the supply chain, including those with
relatively low concentrations of non-methane pollutants (for example, after processing). This approach
would also allow EPA to address upstream sources of
CO2 emissions. While these emission are not a focus
of this study, they do represent significant sources of
GHG emissions (see Figure 7).
 Regulate HAPs in urban areas. EPA has the authority under section 112 of the CAA to regulate hazardous
air pollution in densely populated areas, and it could
use that authority in urban areas with expanding oil
and gas development. This would be a prudent action,
given the findings of McKenzie et al. (2012) that
living in near proximity to natural gas development
increases the risk of cancer and other health effects
caused by air toxics. Expanding the scope of the Toxic
Release Inventory to require emissions reporting from
oil and gas preproduction and production-stage operations (as discussed below) would help policymakers
and the public better understand current levels of
exposure to HAPs, as well as help EPA determine the
extent to which it would be appropriate to pursue this
regulatory route.
 Recognize and promulgate best practices. The federal
government could do more to recognize and reward
companies that voluntarily demonstrate a commitment to advancing best practices with the sector. For

example, with more funding, Natural Gas Star could
be expanded and more regularly updated to serve as
a clearinghouse for technologies and practices that
enable companies to meet compliance with the new
NSPS/NESHAPs rules and other air regulations. This
could be similar to what EPA does for the so-called
“RBLC”,106 which is a clearinghouse for emissions control technologies that are used by companies to meet
compliance under various Clean Air Act programs.
Companies that are actively engaged in this program
and who achieve verified emissions reductions beyond
a certain benchmark could be publicly recognized
(similar to EPA Energy Star programs).

Enabling state policy leadership
State governments play an important role in developing new
approaches to reducing air emissions, and they are largely
responsible for implementing many federal rules under the
Clean Air Act. However, they are often short on resources
and could benefit from additional policy and technical
assistance, particularly given the rate of current oil and gas
development, plus expectations for further expansion.
 Provide assistance to states with expanding oil and
gas sector development. State air regulators are
responsible for developing SIPs to ensure compliance with the NAAQS established under the CAA.
EPA could target technical assistance to states with
expanding oil and gas production and assist with the
development of SIPs that address emissions from new
and existing sources within this sector.
 EPA recently finalized its Integrated Science Assessment for Ozone (EPA 2013b), which forms the scientific foundation for the periodic review of NAAQS
standards. This review may provide the basis for more
stringent standards in the future. A more stringent,
updated NAAQS for ozone would likely bring more
areas of the country into nonattainment, compelling
greater action by states to identify and reduce pollution sources that significantly contribute to smog formation, including VOCs from oil and gas operations.
This process may provide an opportunity for EPA to
work with the states on these issues.
 EPA’s Ozone Advance program. As a service to states
with strong interests in avoiding nonattainment, EPA
provides technical and policy assistance through the
voluntary “Ozone Advance” program.107 States and
counties with rising levels of oil and gas operations
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within their jurisdiction should consider joining the
Ozone Advance program, particularly given the expectation that new standards will likely be more stringent
when EPA updates NAAQS for ozone. Participating
states should work with EPA to specifically evaluate
whether current (or expanded) levels of natural gas
operations could significantly exacerbate ground-level
ozone within their air shed.
 Third party review of state regulations (e.g., STRONGER). Third-party reviews can help states improve
current regulations and help other states learn from
previous efforts. As an example, although STRONGER had previously focused most of its review on oil
and gas commissions (such as Colorado), the organization is shifting its focus toward air emissions and
beginning to work more closely with state air agencies. Additional, independent funding for groups like
STRONGER would enable them to build their capacity
and credibility (SEAB 2011a; NPC 2011). This would
make their regulatory reviews less of a burden on
participating agencies. Such review findings could
provide a credible basis for model rules that other
states could adopt.
 Develop model rules and legislation and support
implementation. With an increasing number of states
(and foreign governments) looking to mitigate the
air emissions associated with expanding oil and gas
operations, many will be seeking model rules for
effective pollution abatement efforts that build on
rules developed by EPA and some states. Developing
and publishing sound model rules can be a valuable
service to government agencies, but it can also be a
time and resource-intensive exercise. This suggests
that model rule development efforts should prioritize
addressing challenges that are likely to have solutions with broad technical and legal applicability. For
example, the Environmental Defense Fund has been
working with leadership service companies to develop
model rules for safe well construction and operations.108 To be effective, supportive NGOs, federal
agency staff, and industry groups may need to work
with state governments and legislatures to adapt rules
for individual circumstances and help ensure proper
implementation. The sort of technical support that
goes into developing and implementing model rules
can be especially helpful to rural, low-population
states with scant budgets. Model legislation also may
be needed in some cases, depending on existing regulatory authorities of state agencies.
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 Provide regulatory guidance; develop and publish
a menu of policy options. The tools and approaches
listed in this report provide a good starting point for
moving forward, but more detailed support will be
needed to build state policy leadership. Building on
information published by EPA’s Natural Gas Star
program, such a menu could include technology and
policy options for state governments to pursue in
addressing emissions from new and existing sources.
For example, to help with NSPS implementation,
states with oversight of natural gas wells split between
two or more agencies could learn from Colorado’s
experience implementing air emissions requirements
under similar circumstances.
 This approach could be useful for any state with air
quality concerns to better understand how other
states may have addressed such issues amid the rapid
growth and expansion of oil and gas development
within their jurisdictions. Finally, as a complement to
a policy menu, and to help foster friendly competition
among states, an independent research organization
could create a scorecard for state regulations of oil and
gas sector emissions, based on clear and transparent
standards for assessing policy performance.

Improve understanding of emissions
Basic information on actual air emissions from the oil and
gas sector is difficult to come by. As noted in Appendix 1,
current emissions estimates are based on assumed emissions factors as opposed to direct measurements, largely
because direct measurements are so expensive to record.
These emissions data uncertainties result in questions
about the effectiveness of commonly used emissions control technologies. This both raises compliance concerns109
and reduces the likelihood that a company would invest
in pollution control, since the resulting level of product
recovery is in question.
 Analyze GHG emissions reporting data from the sector and track industry performance over time. With
the initial public release of facility-level GHGRP data
for the oil and gas sector in February, researchers are
just beginning to evaluate the strengths and limitations of this new dataset. Some of its limitations are
already known; for example, emissions factors are not
based on direct measurements. Nonetheless, it will
undoubtedly help policymakers better understand the
geographic, sectoral, and other factors that are the
most important determinants of GHG-intensity within
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the U.S. oil and gas sector. As data quality and coverage improves over time, this data set will likely prove
invaluable to developing new regulatory regimes and
for tracking regional and national methane leakage
rates and other important GHG benchmarks.
 Add oil and gas sector emissions to the Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI). Despite being a significant source of
toxic air emissions, the oil and gas extraction sector is
not required to report in the TRI110 because individual
sources within this sector are generally small and dispersed. However, for subpart W of the GHGRP, EPA
aggregated multiple sources into a broader definition
of “facility.” A similar approach could be used for the
TRI. On October 24, 2012, seventeen public interest
groups filed a petition for the U.S. EPA to initiate a
rulemaking that would require the oil and gas extraction industry to report releases of toxic chemicals to
the TRI.111
 Assess the production-stage emissions at tight oil
wells. The recently finalized NSPS/NESHAP rules
apply to hydraulic fracturing operations at new and
restimulated natural gas wells, but not to hydraulic
fracturing operations at oil wells that produce associated natural gas. Additional information on the extent
to which production-stage emissions at tight oil wells
are comparable to emissions from natural gas wells
would help determine whether the recently finalized
NSPS/NESHAP rule should be extended to cover oil
wells that produce associated natural gas.
 Convene a broad range of experts to develop updated
emissions factors. Updated emissions factors for oil
and natural gas equipment and activities that are
significant sources of upstream GHG emissions could
improve life cycle emission estimates. This is necessary because, as discussed in Appendix 1, EPA is currently deferring to industry on emissions factors used
for the purpose of reporting emissions to the GHGPR.
Per the final subpart W rule, industry will not be
required to report to EPA key inputs to emissions
equations such as production and fuel use until after
2015, and only then after such data are determined to
be nonconfidential.
 Among the tasks for this group could be to improve
estimates for emissions from gathering lines and
other equipment not covered under subpart W of
the GHGRP, which would better enable comprehen-

sive life cycle assessments, including all significant
upstream emissions sources.
 Establish a FracFocus-like database for voluntary
reporting of air emissions. FracFocus has been
proposed as a possible model for industry to publicly
disclose releases of toxic, VOC, and methane air emissions from oil and gas operations. However, to address
criticisms that have been lodged against FracFocus
(see above), states interested in adopting a similar
model for air emissions disclosure should consider
meeting the following criteria. First, a FracFocus for
air emissions should be funded through public sources
that are independent of industry. Second, submissions to the registry should be subject to third-party
verification. Finally, raw data submitted to the registry should be readily accessible in a way that allows for
aggregation, ready analysis, and cross-referencing by
independent researchers.

Promote research to improve technology
and policy options
While this paper has identified a suite of technology and
policy options for reducing methane emissions from
natural gas systems, the expected expansion of natural gas
production means that continued improvements will be
necessary to keep pace.
 Research emissions monitoring and control technologies. With additional funding, the Department
of Energy could conduct applied research designed
to develop and improve oil and gas sector emissions
measurement and control technologies, and to reduce
the cost of those technologies.112 With less expensive
monitoring equipment and more cost-effective control
technologies, it would be easier for oil and gas service
companies to identify leaks and repair them.
 Identify public and private sector policy options for
removing barriers to energy efficiency and fugitive
emissions reductions. Research is needed to identify
policy solutions to regulatory barriers and market failures that prevent companies from investing in costeffective projects that reduce methane emissions and
more efficiently use fossil fuels throughout the natural
gas life cycle. For example, pipeline contracts are not
always structured in a way that provides incentives
for pipeline companies to minimize fugitive emissions from their compressor stations. Research that
includes interviews with industry and legal experts—
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plus veteran staff at state and federal air agencies,
natural resource agencies, oil and gas commissions
and public service commissions—could help identify
additional barriers and develop appropriate governmental and industry solutions.

Conclusion
Upstream emissions of greenhouse gases—particularly
methane—contribute significantly to the climate impacts
of U.S. natural gas production. While there remain significant uncertainties regarding the exact level of methane emissions throughout the U.S. natural gas life cycle,
studies generally agree that life cycle GHG emissions from
natural gas are lower than coal, particularly when considering a longer, 100-year time horizon. Previous studies
also agree that upstream methane emissions from natural
gas can and should be reduced with new policy action
and investment. Uncertainty is no reason for delayed
action, particularly given that aspects of climate change
(e.g. sea level rise) are happening faster than expected and
that there are cost-effective opportunities to significantly
reduce upstream methane emissions.
Our analysis is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather an
illustration of the magnitude of emissions reductions that
can be achieved in a cost-effective manner through the
development of new rules regulating methane emissions
from natural gas systems. We find that the 2012 NSPS/
NESHAP rules regulating VOCs and air toxics will reduce
projected upstream GHG emissions by up to 25 percent
by the year 2035. With further policy actions, we project
that regulations requiring just three methane abatement
measures could achieve an additional 30 percent reduction
in upstream GHG emissions. The total of 72 MMt CO2e
in annual emission reductions by 2020 represent nearly
2 percent of all projected energy-related emissions in that
year113—the equivalent of taking roughly 14 million passenger cars off the road. All three of these proposed measures
are economically viable under a wide range of natural gas
prices and implied costs of carbon. With more ambitious
policy actions, the widespread adoption of five additional
control technologies would cut projected upstream GHG
emissions from U.S. natural gas systems by 56 percent
below the projected 2035 emissions levels that will result
from full implementation of the 2012 NSPS/NESHAP rules.
Additional policy actions are needed to achieve these and
other cost-effective methane reduction opportunities.
Natural gas markets and related regulatory structures
are not well-configured to ensure the best economic or
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environmental outcomes, which helps to explain why so
many cost-effective methane reduction projects remain
untapped. While states have played a leadership role in
advancing policies that help reduce the environmental
impacts of oil and gas development, minimum federal
standards are critically important for ensuring continuous
improvements in air quality and climate protection.
We have identified a range of actions that could further
reduce GHG emissions from the oil and gas sector. First
among these is use of section 111 of the Clean Air Act to
set GHG emissions performance standards for new and
existing natural gas infrastructure and equipment. This
approach is likely the most effective means of achieving
methane emissions reductions throughout the natural gas
life cycle. EPA has the ability under the existing CAA and
with the newly available GHGRP data to begin a rulemaking process today. Absent a GHG rule for natural gas
systems, additional methane emissions reductions could
be achieved as a result of updated National Ambient Air
Quality Standards for Ozone, especially if EPA targets
related technical assistance to states with expanding oil
and gas production.
Continued state leadership and voluntary industry actions
are also important to advance policies and practices that
will further reduce methane emissions over time. We list
a number of actions that could enable or directly require
emissions control technologies from all life cycle stages of
natural gas development. We estimate that implementation of these actions would enable emissions reductions to
the point where fuel-switching to natural gas from coal or
diesel fuels could result in unquestionable relative benefits
for the climate.
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APPENDIX 1. METHANE EMISSIONS
DATA SOURCES
This appendix provides detailed descriptions of data published by EPA, including discussion of their limitations and applications that are most relevant
to this paper. EPA methodologies for estimating emissions are developed
through transparent processes that include expert reviews and public input.
As a result, despite their imperfections, we consider EPA emissions data to
be more reliable and comprehensive than alternative data sources.

Where do available methane emission data come from?
U.S. GREENHOUSE GAS INVENTORY REPORT114
Each year, EPA publishes a complete U.S. GHG inventory, accounting for all
emissions and sinks by source, economic sector, and greenhouse gas. The
annual report is developed based on national-level data on energy use and
sector-specific economic activity, with results reported to the United Nations’
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).115 EPA is responsible
for estimating and reporting annual U.S. GHG emissions trends, from 1990
through the most recent full year for which comprehensive data are available.
EPA’s GHG inventory is developed using a specific methodology, which is
constrained in part by UNFCCC protocols. For example, methane emissions
estimates in the GHG inventory reflect all potential emissions, less voluntary
emissions reductions that are officially registered—through EPA’s Gas STAR
program—and less natural gas recovery that results from emissions controls
that are required by state laws. EPA (2013a) acknowledges that many of the
emissions factors used to calculate potential emissions for the natural gas
sector are based on dated information, developed through a comprehensive
1996 study by EPA and the Gas Research Institute (EPA/GRI 1996). Inherent
shortcomings associated with this underlying methodology coupled with
dated methane emissions factors may result in an overestimate of methane
emissions to the extent that published GHG inventory estimates do not reflect
technology improvements or additional voluntary measures not required
by law (e.g., practices that are conducted for economic reasons). On the
other hand, the GHG inventory may underestimate methane emissions, to
the extent that EPA’s dated emissions factors do not accurately reflect new
emissions-intensive processes, leakage from accidents, poorly maintained
equipment, and/or operators not following best practices.
While many emissions factors may be dated, EPA regularly updates other
aspects of their methodologies (EPA 2013a) to ensure that emissions estimates in their inventories are based on the best available data and information (including control technologies registered with Natural Gas STAR) . To
ensure comparability, these updates are always applied retroactively for all
previous years. For example, the 2011 inventory included methodological
changes in how EPA estimates methane emissions from the preproduction
and processing stages of natural gas development (EPA 2011a), resulting in
a near doubling in estimated methane emissions from U.S. natural gas systems. In the 2013 GHG Inventory (EPA 2013a), the public draft of which was
released on February 22, total natural gas sector methane emissions were
adjusted downward, based on industry survey data provided by API/ANGA
(Shires and Lev-On 2012) showing that liquids unloading episodes were
shorter in duration and emissions control technologies were more widely
used than EPA had previously assumed. Figure A1-1 illustrates how changes
in the 2011 inventory and the 2013 draft inventory retroactively affected
EPA’s estimate of methane emissions in the year 2007116.

As discussed below, future GHG inventories will continue to be adjusted
based on information submitted by industry to the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program, as well as direct measurements and other data published by
independent research efforts (EPA 2013a).

GREENHOUSE GAS REPORTING PROGRAM (GHGRP).
In 2012, EPA published for the first time facility-level GHG emissions data (for
power plants and other major sources, but not for the oil and natural gas sector), based on 2010 data reported to the agency. Per the mandatory reporting
of greenhouse gases rule,117 EPA has taken a phased approach to implementing this program. Subpart W118 details procedures for the oil and gas sector
to begin submitting data on their 2011 emissions and related activities,
which they did for the first time in the fall of 2012. All facilities with annual
emissions greater than 25,000 metric tons of CO2e are covered under the rule.
For the onshore production segment of the sector, the “facility” includes all
emissions associated with wells owned or operated by a single company in
a specific hydrocarbon producing basin.119 While this approach will result in
data collection from most upstream life cycle stages of oil and gas development, smaller facilities will not be covered, and it excludes gathering lines and
boosting segments, which link wellheads to processing facilities.120
Another important caveat is that this rule does not yet require industry or
EPA to conduct direct measurements of emissions from affected sources.
Rather, industry is given discretion in terms of the emissions factors that
they assign to reported emissions-related activities. Unfortunately, there is
little transparency regarding the basis on which reporting entities derive their
chosen emissions factors. On this point, SEAB (2011b) was critical of the
final rule for including a “deferral that prevents the agency from collecting
inputs to emissions equations data until 2015 for Subpart W sources. These
inputs are critical to verify emissions information calculated using emission
equations.” In the meantime, EPA will make a determination as to whether or
not such data should remain confidential business information, after which
nonconfidential data would be subject to public disclosure in subsequent
reporting years.

OTHER EPA SOURCES:
 Technical support documents (TSDs). TSDs are developed in association
with EPA regulations to ensure that rules are based on the best available
data and information (e.g. EPA 2012c). In addition to inventory data,
LCAs often also consider information in TSDs, which includes additional
industry activity data that may be relevant to developing life cycle emission estimates.
 Natural Gas STAR. EPA’s Natural Gas STAR is a voluntary program that
promotes the adoption of technologies and practices that reduce methane
emissions from natural gas systems (EPA 2013c). The Natural Gas
STAR website includes economic and technical information on dozens
of methane emissions control technologies, many of which are highly
cost-effective. Voluntary data submissions by industry are used by EPA
in developing their annual emissions inventory (as discussed above),
and related fact sheets published on the website provide useful input for
economic modeling of cost-effective emissions control options and opportunities (Harvey et al. 2012; also see section 4 of this paper)
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Source: As reported by five consecutive EPA inventory reports published between 2009 and 2013.
Note: Data from the 2013 GHG inventory are undergoing public review and are subject to change; final data will be published after this working paper goes to press. The fact
that methodological changes can lead to such significant changes in inventory estimates from one year to the next illustrates a high level of uncertainty with regard to U.S.
natural gas sector emissions, particularly during the pre-production and production life cycle stages.

What about the quality and completeness of EPA
emissions data?
A February 2013 report by the EPA’s Office of Inspector General (EPA/OIG
2013) found that “EPA has limited directly measured air emissions data for
air toxics and criteria pollutants for several important oil and gas production
processes and sources,” further concluding that this “hampers EPA’s ability
to accurately assess risks and air quality impacts from oil and gas production
activities.” The OIG report included several recommendations for actions
that EPA should take to ensure better data quality, citing recent and projected
growth in the oil and gas sectors as reasons for urgency in addressing shortcomings in available data.
Until recently, the oil and gas industry was not required to publicly report
their upstream emissions. As noted above, much of the available data
published by EPA are based on limited direct observations; emissions are
typically calculated indirectly, based on natural gas production, fuel use and
other measures of industry activity. As a result, the quality of EPA’s data
have been questioned for both overestimating (ANGA 2011) and underestimating (Howarth et al., 2011) emissions associated with natural gas development and production.
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To get a more accurate and complete picture of methane emissions, the
Environmental Defense Fund is engaged in an extensive field campaign,121
working in partnership with several companies and scientists at the University of Texas, Austin.122 Their study—which includes five modules,123 and will
be summarized in a series of scientific papers published in 2013 and 2014—
will directly measure fugitive methane emissions from several basins and at
critical points across the entire U.S. natural gas supply chain. As these data
are published and cross-referenced with the EPA inventory and GHGRP data,
there is a broad expectation that we will have more accurate and complete
data moving forward.

Have any previous studies independently measured
methane emissions?
Of course, all previous studies are inherently limited by a paucity of direct
observations that are both comprehensive and current. In addition, some
studies are based on data reported by industry, data collected during limited
periods of time, or the studies are incomplete because they only use information from individual shale basins or discrete stages of the natural gas life
cycle. The ongoing collaborative study with EDF and the University of Texas
(mentioned above) is designed to address many of these shortcomings
(Hamburg 2013).
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The first is a study conducted by researchers at the National Renewable Energy Lab, who developed a high-resolution GHG inventory for the
preproduction, production, and processing life cycle stages for natural
gas production in the Texas Barnett shale basin. Specifically, Logan et al.
(2012) used a highly detailed public data set of VOC emissions and industry
activity data to independently derive GHG emissions estimates for natural
gas wells in this basin. They used this inventory to estimate life cycle GHG
emissions from Barnett shale gas and compare this result with harmonized124
results from published estimates of life cycle emissions of natural gas from
unconventional (e.g., NETL 2012; Burnham et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2011)
and conventional sources. Logan et al. (2012) found that the average life
cycle GHG emissions from electricity generated by Barnett shale gas is 8
percent lower than conventional gas, and roughly 9 percent lower than other
unconventional gas, well within the margins of error.
A pilot study led by scientists at the University of Colorado, Boulder (Petron
et al. 2012) estimated a 4 percent “best estimate125” methane leakage rate
from a well field in Colorado; a very high leak rate that is roughly twice
as large as EPA inventory-derived estimates, even without accounting for
processing and transmission system losses. The methods used to derive this
somewhat alarming finding have been challenged in a recent comment by
Levi (2012). Levi’s peer-reviewed response countered with his own estimate
(based on data published in Petron et al. 2012) finding a lower methane
leakage rate that is consistent with EPA inventory estimates. More recently,
preliminary (i.e., not-yet peer-reviewed) research—presented at the annual
meeting of the American Geophysical Union in December 2012—estimated
up to a 9 percent methane leakage rate from one natural gas production field
in the Uinta basin in Utah (Tollefson 2013).

APPENDIX 2. KEY ASSUMPTIONS AND
PARAMETERS OF LIFE CYCLE STUDIES
In addition to the basic methodological questions described in Box 4, differing results among previous studies are significantly influenced by each
author’s assumptions regarding certain key parameters, including GWP (see
Box 1), estimated ultimate recovery (EUR), and flaring rates. This appendix
highlights some of those important assumptions and their implications.

Estimated ultimate recovery (EUR)
EUR is defined as the total amount of gas expected to be economically
recovered from a reservoir or field during each well’s production lifetime.
LCA studies frequently highlight EUR as a significant area of uncertainty
for shale gas wells. While shale wells are expected to have up to a 30-year
lifespan (NETL), they only started to be developed in significant numbers in
the last decade, so their full lifespan is not yet well-understood. LCA results
are highly sensitive to EUR (Weber and Clavin 2012; Logan et al. 2012;
Burnham et al. 2011) because life cycle emissions are typically calculated as
emissions per unit of energy output (See boundary setting, Box 4).
As shown in Table A2-1, EUR estimates used by previous studies have a
wide range, from 2 to 3.5 Bcf (billion cubic feet) per well. Energy output is
a direct function of the total volume of natural gas produced by each well
over its lifetime; therefore, if a shale gas well turns out to be less productive
than expected, the life cycle emissions estimates will be higher in nearly
equal proportions. Meanwhile, most upstream methane emissions appear to
occur disproportionately during the early stages of each well’s lifetime (for
example, during well completions, workovers, and liquids unloading) rather
than evenly over the life of the well.
Significant uncertainty remains regarding the total recoverable quantity of
natural gas in the U.S., and the average EUR at wells in each producing
basin. For example, at the national level, the National Petroleum Council
cites various assessments that have estimated the remaining recoverable
resource of all natural gas in the U.S. at between 1,000 and 4,500 Tcf (NPC
2011). EIA significantly reduced its estimate of technically recoverable shale
gas from 827 Tcf in the 2011 Annual Energy Outlook to 482 Tcf in the 2012
edition.126 This uncertainty flows down to the level of an individual well; for
example, the most recent assessment by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS
2012) finds that most U.S. shale plays have EURs in the range of 0.7 to 1.3
Bcf per well, which is less than industry estimates (Rogers 2012) and less
than half the estimates used by previous LCA authors (Table A2-1). This
would suggest that LCAs are generally underestimating average well life cycle
emissions; on the other hand, today’s EUR estimates are based on current
information, while unexpected future technology improvements could result
in better economics and higher EURs.

Flaring rates
Venting and flaring occurs during the processes of well completion, workovers, and processing, in circumstances in which it is not practical or economically viable to recover vented gas. Flaring rate refers to the percentage
of vented methane gas that is flared and thus converted to CO2 (assuming
complete combustion), with the remaining gas vented into the atmosphere.
Because methane has a much higher GWP than CO2, higher flaring rates
lower the overall life cycle emissions, and vice versa.
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During well completions, Howarth et al. (2012) assumes zero flaring; NETL
(2012) assumes a 15 percent flaring rate (citing EPA’s 2011 technical support
document for subpart W). A recent study by O’Sullivan and Paltsev (2012)
assumed 70 percent of potential fugitive emissions were captured, 15 percent
vented, and 15 percent flared. The authors argued that this was a “reasonable
representation of current gas handling practices in the major shale plays.”
Industry representatives have claimed as high as 97 percent of 2011 well
completions were either flared or captured using green completion technologies (ANGA 2011).

There is also uncertainty regarding the frequency in which workovers with
refracturing will be required to stimulate production at the typical unconventional natural gas well. In the TSD for the proposed NSPS, EPA assumed that
refracturing would occur 3.5 times, on average, over the lifetime of unconventional natural gas wells.128 However, in the TSD accompanying the final
NSPS rule (EPA 2012c), EPA assumed that only 30 percent of all unconventional wells would be refractured during their lifetimes. Of course, these
projections are fraught with uncertainties and based on only a few years of
limited data and experience.

Production stage workovers and liquids unloading

Nevertheless, based on the TSD for the proposed rule,129 NETL (2012) and
Burnham et al. (2011) assumed multiple well workovers with refracturing
during the production stage, while others assumed zero workovers (see Table
A1). It is common to assume that refracturing during workovers results in
roughly the same GHG emissions as well completions. For example, NETL
and Burnham et al. (2011) calculate emissions associated with well workovers by multiplying the number of workovers per well life-time by the level
of emissions associated with well completion. However, this likely overestimates emissions associated with workovers, since offtake pipes and gathering lines are always in place when workovers occur (though they may not be
in place when the well is initially developed) and this increases the chances
that operators will use green completions during refracturing operations.

A recent oil and gas industry report (Shires and Lev-On 2012) concluded
that 16 percent of their surveyed unconventional (including shale gas) wells
vented methane in the process of liquids unloading (versus 11 percent for
surveyed conventional wells).127 While these are fairly high activity rates, the
report assigns much lower emissions to each liquids unloading event, yielding emissions estimates roughly 80 percent lower than 2012 GHG inventory
estimates (EPA 2012a). EPA’s draft 2013 GHG inventory cites this industry
survey as the basis for changing assumptions previously held in the 2011
and 2012 GHG Inventories—now assuming that liquids unloading occurs at
both conventional and unconventional wells, but with significantly reduced
associated emissions (EPA 2013a).

Table A2-1 |

Summary of Parameters in Different Shale / Unconventional Gas Studies

PARAMETER

HOWARTH

JIANG

NETL

BURNHAM

Geographic area

Barnett, Haynesville,
Piceance tight sand, Uinta
tight sand, Den-Jules

Marcellus

Barnett & Marcellus

Barnett, Marcellus, Fayetteville, Haynesville

2.7

3.13*

3.5 (1.6–5.3)

EUR, BCF (with range)
GWP (integrated time frame)

20-year = 105
100-year = 33

100-year = 25

20-year = 72
100-year = 25

20-year = 72
100-year = 25

GWP (source)

Shindell et al., 2009

IPCC, 2007

IPCC, 2007

IPCC, 2007

Flaring rate for well completions

0

76%

15%

41%

Number of workovers (or refracture)
per well lifetime

0

0

3.5

2

Methane emissions per well
completion (or workover)

95 to 4,608 tons

26 to 1000 tons

177 tons

177 tons

Primary methane emissions
data sources

EPA, GAO, and others

EPA

EPA

EPA

Sources: Howarth et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2011; NETL 2012; Burnham et al 2011.
Notes: *NETL’s EUR value is a simple average of EURs for Marcellus Shale and Barnett Shale, based on data provided in NETL’s Table 4-6.
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Boundary setting
System boundary setting determines which processes are included in the
life cycle assessment (see Box 3). The most comprehensive greenhouse gas
LCA study would include all the life cycle stages that have greenhouse gas
emissions. However, not all life cycle stages are considered in every LCA
study, in part because some stages have significantly fewer GHG emissions
associated with them. Ultimately, each study delineates its boundaries differently depending on the study’s research objectives (see Branosky et al. 2012
for further discussion).

Calculation Methods
Methane emissions data (including deliberately vented and leaked gases) are
usually adapted from top-down or bottom-up estimates published in government or trade association reports.130 For example, the EPA GHG inventory
lists annual methane emissions from specific activities and devices. LCA
studies then convert EPA’s annual data to a unit production basis by dividing
the annual methane emissions by the annual natural gas production (e.g.,
NETL) or a similar unit of energy output basis.
Indirect CO2 emissions from energy consumption and material usage can
also be calculated using top-down estimates from sources like the Energy
Information Administration (EIA), but more commonly indirect CO2 emissions
are estimated using process engineering calculations—by multiplying the
amount of energy or material needed for a specific process by the emission
intensity per unit of energy (depending on fuel type) or the emission intensity
for per unit of material (depending on material type), respectively.

Other important assumptions and parameters
HEATING VALUES
Higher heating value (HHV) is calculated with the product of water being in
liquid form while lower heating value (LHV) is calculated with the product
of water being in vapor form. NETL (2012) and Jiang et al. (2011) use HHV
(1.086 MJ /cf), while others use LHV (1.018 MJ/ cubic feet). The choice
of heating value affects every stage of upstream/cradle-to-gate emission
estimates because the functional unit used by this paper requires dividing total
GHG emissions by the total energy content of natural gas produced. Therefore,
the energy content could reflect either the total amount of heat released during
combustion (HHV) or the portion of heat that is usable(LHV). Essentially, the
latter excludes heat that is lost to water vapor. The choice of heating value
does not affect well-to-wire emission estimates because when a higher heating value is used, the efficiency of electricity generation would be correspondingly lower to account for the part of energy that’s lost in water vapor.

CO-PRODUCTS
NETL (2012) and Stephenson (2011) assumes co-products like LPG and
ethane are produced along with natural gas in the life cycle. Total GHG emissions are apportioned to all the products including natural gas according to
their energy contents (87.6 percent in Stephenson and 88.1 percent in NETL).
NETL allocates 88.1 percent of the energy requirements and environmental
emissions of acid gas removal to the natural gas product.

METHANE CONTENT
Methane content is used when converting gas loss percentage to g CO2e/MJ
or g CO2e/KWh. Usually methane content changes after it is processed. The
number used in conversion is the methane content of produced natural gas;
that is, gas that just comes out of a well.

APPENDIX 3. METHODOLOGY FOR
EMISSIONS PROJECTIONS AND
ABATEMENT CALCULATIONS
Developing emissions projections for this working paper necessitated many
assumptions, which are outlined below. Modeling the abatement potential of
conventional gas and shale gas systems followed a three-step process:
1.  Develop a baseline of past emissions and projections of future emissions
for both shale gas systems and all natural gas systems in a business-asusual scenario, as well as high-shale and low-shale production scenarios
to establish upper and lower bounds.
2.  Calculate emissions reductions due to EPA’s recent New Source Performance Standard131 (NSPS) for the oil and gas industries to determine the
impact of that rule on future emissions from natural gas systems, and
especially on emissions from shale gas production.
3.  Using available data from EPA’s GHG inventory and other sources,
estimate the amount of emissions mitigation potential from processes and
equipment not covered by the NSPS, and provide examples of future rules
that could help reduce emissions beyond what is achieved in the NSPS.
The primary data sources for this analysis were EPA’s Inventory of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks132 (EPA 2012a) and EIA’s Annual Energy
Outlook133 (EIA 2012).

Step 1: Develop baseline, high-shale, and low-shale
scenarios
The GHG inventory contains data on carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane
(CH4) emissions from all natural gas systems for 2005–10. EPA activity data
from the inventory was used for total emissions for those years, though our
model estimates slightly different emissions totals than are presented in the
inventory. To project business-as-usual emissions (which do not take into
account the recent NSPS but do include reductions from voluntary actions)
for the years 2011–35, we began by breaking down emissions by greenhouse
gas. For methane, we used emissions data from Weber and Clavin (2012)—
broken down by life cycle stage—to calculate emissions factors for both
shale gas and conventional gas, expressed as the percentage of total well
production that was vented or leaked. We then multiplied these emissions
factors by the AEO projections of shale and conventional production through
2035. Because this only captures CH4 and not CO2, we had to account for
non-combustion CO2 emissions as well. By using historical CO2 emissions
from natural gas (NG) systems from the GHG inventory, and because CO2
emissions are relatively constant across NG systems from all formations,134
we calculated an average rate of million metric tons CO2 emitted per Tcf of
NG production. We then used this emissions factor to project the amount of
CO2 emissions in each year through 2035, and added them to the CH4 emissions calculated as described above.
The GHG inventory does not break the NG systems summary data down
by formation type (e.g., shale gas, tight sands, conventional, etc.), and so
emissions from shale gas in all years had to be modeled. For all scenarios,
the methane leakage rate for shale gas systems that we used in our calculations was derived from data in Weber and Clavin (2012) as described above.
For the business-as-usual scenario for shale gas emissions, this leakage rate
was multiplied by the shale gas production in each year, per AEO. Because
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the leakage rates listed in the studies include only CH4 and not CO2, we accounted for CO2 emissions from shale gas (SG) systems by multiplying the
fraction of production from SG in each year (derived from EIA 2012) by the
total actual or projected CO2 emissions in that year, as described above.
To calculate the emissions resulting from a high-shale estimated ultimate
recovery (EUR) scenario, excluding the NSPS rule, we substituted the highshale EUR case from EIA (2012) for the reference case, and assumed that the
percentage of SG wells voluntarily performing green completions remains
constant. In the high-shale EUR case, SG production grows at a faster rate
than conventional NG production, so that by 2035 SG production is 18 percent greater in the high EUR case than in the reference case. Emissions from
SG are concomitantly greater as well.
For the low-shale EUR scenario, we substituted the low-shale EUR case from
EIA (2012) for the reference case, and assumed that the percentage of SG
wells voluntarily performing green completions remains constant. In this
scenario, production from shale formations is lower than in the reference
scenario, while non-shale production is higher, so shale and non-shale
emissions are lower and higher, respectively, than in the reference scenario.

Step 2: Calculate emissions reductions due to the NSPS
To determine how much abatement potential remained after the implementation of EPA’s NSPS for oil and gas systems, it was first necessary to calculate
the emissions reductions that would result from the NSPS. Because the final
rule was announced in April 2012 and enters into force in January 2013, our
model first captures reductions in 2013. And because EPA, after listening
to concerns from industry about the availability of equipment required to
perform green completions, allows for the flaring of natural gas leaked during
well completions until full compliance in 2015, our model phases in the
reductions expected from the rule over 2013–14. We therefore assume that
two-thirds of methane from completions and workovers is flared and onethird is captured in 2013; one-third is flared and two-thirds is captured in
2014; and all gas is captured in 2015 and each year thereafter.
To quantify the amount of methane released during completions of fractured
and refractured wells, we used the number of completions and workovers
performed (from the GHG inventory) and SG production data from AEO to
calculate the average amount of gas produced per completion and workover
in 2005–10. We then multiplied this number by projected SG production
from AEO to estimate the number of new completions and workovers that
would be performed in each year in the business-as-usual, high-shale EUR,
and low-shale scenarios. Using EPA’s emissions factor of 9,000 Mcf of natural gas per completion,135 we converted the emissions factor to MMt CH4,136
multiplied this by the number of completions and workovers performed in
each year, and multiplied that total by the amount of VOC emissions required
to be captured by EPA (95 percent), by the percentage of wells with enough
pressure to perform green completions (90 percent), and by the percentage
of wells not already performing voluntary green completions to derive the
total of methane emissions from completions and workovers that would be
reduced in each year due to the new rule.137 Beginning in 2013, because all
of these emissions are either captured or flared, this number was subtracted
from the total SG emissions figure. However, because we assume that twothirds of gas leaked during well completion is flared in 2013, and one-third
in 2014, CO2 emissions from flaring were added back in.138
Furthermore, the NSPS includes emissions standards for some new production and processing equipment as well. The GHG inventory provides data for
the emissions from each type of covered equipment139 from 2006–10 for all
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NG systems. Because emissions from these processes do not differ greatly
between shale gas and conventional gas, we used the data from these five
years to create an average rate of methane emissions per Tcf of production.
We then multiplied this by the projected total NG production in each year,
and by the production from SG in each year, and subtracted the resulting
quantity of emissions from covered equipment from the total respective NG
and SG emissions in that year. Because the NSPS only applies to new (and
not existing) equipment, emissions reductions from this part of the rule
are phased in over the average lifetime of this equipment, which we have
estimated to be 15 years.
To calculate the effect of the NSPS rule on all NG emissions (not just SG),
we subtracted the SG emissions reductions from the business-as-usual
scenario. However, because the production and processing equipment
covered by the rule is not specific to SG systems, we had to account for those
emissions reductions as well. To do so, we subtracted the emissions from
covered equipment from all NG production, not including SG. In summary,
we took business-as-usual emissions and then subtracted emissions from
well completions and workovers, emissions from covered SG processing
equipment, and emissions from all other covered processing equipment.

Step 3: Estimate remaining abatement potential and
ways to further mitigate emissions
After emissions reductions due to the EPA rules were accounted for, we investigated ways to further reduce the remaining emissions from NG systems.
We calculated which processes, of those not addressed by EPA rules, had the
greatest emissions, and researched methods and equipment that could capture
leaked or vented gas, or prevent or preclude the leaking or venting altogether.
For each additional abatement measure, we calculated costs and savings in
each year to gauge cost-effectiveness, and projected quantities of emissions
reductions that could be achieved through future EPA rules.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS
We first calculated the initial and annual costs of the equipment required for
each abatement process, using cost estimates from EPA’s Natural Gas Star
Program,140 NRDC’s Leaking Profits report (Harvey et al. 2012), and industry
experts, updated to 2012 dollars and using the high end of the range of possible costs, when available. We then calculated, in each year, the cumulative
cost of purchasing and operating that equipment to date.
To calculate the savings achieved, we first projected the quantity of leaked or
vented gas that could be captured or avoided through the implementation of
each process, using data from EPA Natural Gas STAR, NRDC, and industry
experts. To calculate a dollar value for the avoided emissions of natural gas,
we multiplied the quantity of fugitive emissions captured or mitigated by the
projected price of gas in each year, taken from the EIA (2012) reference case.
We subtracted the cumulative costs from the cumulative savings in each year,
calculated the net present value of the difference using a 7 percent discount
rate, and evaluated the breakeven point. Of the three abatement processes listed
in this paper, the replacement of high-bleed pneumatic devices with low-bleed
equivalents was the slowest to turn a profit, in just over three years.141
We did not independently estimate the cost-effectiveness of emissions
control technologies used in the “Go-Getter” scenario. However, Harvey et
al. (2012) estimated that all of these proposed technologies and measures
would turn a profit in less than three years.
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Table A3-1 |

Cost Effectiveness Calculations for Three Abatement Processes

TECHNOLOGY

INITIAL COST

ANNUAL COST

GAS CAPTURED,
PER FACILITY (MCF)

PAYBACK PERIOD
(YEARS)

Plunger Lifts

$11,813

$1,482

2,670

1.1

Replacing High-Bleed Pneumatics

$3,420

$0

255

3.1

Leak Detection and Repair

$59,000

$59,000

29,400

0.9

Sources: EPA Natural Gas STAR (2013c); Harvey at al. 2012.
Notes: Initial and annual costs are presented in 2012 dollars. For plunger lifts, we assumed initial cost based on the high-end of the range provided by Natural Gas STAR; annual costs were
based on Harvey et al., while gas captured per facility was based on the average of low end of range from Harvey, et al. and low end of range from EPA Gas STAR (this accounts for fact that
production levels at older wells is lower than new wells, so amount of gas that can be captured by plunger lifts declines over time). For replacements of high-bleed pneumatics, estimates of
initial cost and gas captured per facility were taken from Natural Gas STAR. For LDAR, estimates of initial cost and gas captured per facility were taken from Harvey at al.

EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS
After a process was deemed to be cost-effective under our assumptions,
we calculated the emissions reductions that would result from a future EPA
rule requiring its implementation. We had already calculated the methane
emissions reductions per facility, above. To calculate the number of facilities
that would be implementing each process in each year, we used emissions
and facilities data from the GHG inventory data from 2006–10 and historical
gas production figures from EIA (2012) to calculate a constant emissions
factor of MMt CH4 per Tcf gas produced. We then used this emissions factor
as a proxy to scale up projected emissions from each process in each year
as production increased. This gave us an upper bound for the total potential
quantity of emissions that could be addressed with an EPA rule targeting that
process.
To calculate the expected emissions reductions in each year, we multiplied
this upper bound by a conservative estimate of the percent of emissions that
could be captured or avoided through the use of currently available technology, and by the percentage of facilities not already utilizing that technology
voluntarily. To ensure our numbers were conservative, we used the low end
of the range provided by industry experts for the percentage of emissions
that could be reduced with the use of each technology, and the high end of
the range of percentage of voluntary adoption. We performed these calculations for the reference case, high-shale EUR, and low-shale scenarios with a
20-year GWP.
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ENDNOTES
1. “Upstream” refers to life cycle stages beginning with exploration, up to
and including natural gas transmission and storage. It does not include
end-use combustion or distribution systems (that is, past the city gate).
Fugitive methane emissions from natural gas distribution systems represent a significant source of emissions, but these are beyond the scope of
this working paper.
2. Methane emissions from natural gas systems represent 4 percent of
economy-wide emissions when assuming the more current (IPCC 2007)
global warming potential (GWP) of 25 for methane (see Box 1). The 3
percent estimate by EPA is based on an out-of-date GWP of 21 (IPCC,
1995), for the sake of consistency with UNFCCC reporting guidelines. In
EPA’s draft GHG inventory for 2013, methane emissions from natural gas
systems represent 2.6 percent of total U.S. GHG emissions (3 percent
when using the updated GWP of 25), due to a change in methodology. These are draft estimates; the final GHG inventory for 2013 will be
released after this paper goes to press.
3. Eighty-six percent of natural gas and petroleum systems emissions
are from natural gas systems, according to data from EPA’s 2012 GHG
inventory. Note that data published under the GHG reporting rule (EPA
2011c) are not complete; only facilities with emissions greater than
25,000 metric tons of CO2e are required to report emissions data to
EPA. See: <http://www.ccdsupport.com/confluence/pages/viewpage.
action?pageId=189038685>.
4. EPA’s 2012 GHG inventory estimated that methane emissions from U.S.
natural gas systems grew by roughly 14 percent between 1990 and
2010 as a result of increased domestic consumption of natural gas (EPA
2012a). However, according to EPA’s draft 2013 GHG inventory, methane
emissions have fallen by 11 percent during this same time period (EPA
2013a), even as total gas production has grown by 20 percent (EIA
2013).
5. Again, this estimate by EPA is based on an out-of-date GWP of 21, based
on IPCC’s SAR (1995), for the sake of consistency with UNFCCC reporting guidelines.
6. This conclusion is also consistent with Levi (2013), who finds that higher
methane leakage rates would lead to more rapid increases in global temperatures and greater peak warming in a climate stabilization scenario.
7. See IPCC 2007, available at: <http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_
data/ar4/wg1/en/ch2.html>.
8. The 100-year time horizon for GHG accounting is the standard international convention; however, this perspective also gives an incomplete
picture of atmospheric warming effects caused by non-CO2 gases, each
of which have different radiative properties and different residence times
in the atmosphere.
9. These findings account for life cycle GHG emissions from oil and natural
gas systems, upstream CO2 emissions associated with petroleum refining
(which is energy-intensive), and the fact that gasoline cars and dieselfueled heavy-duty vehicles are relatively more energy efficient than
comparable CNG vehicles.
10. Conversion efficiency estimates are based on heat rates published by EIA
(and assuming the equivalent Btu content of a kWh of electricity is 3,412
Btu). Available at: <http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/
sec13_6.pdf>.
11. Because it does not take energy conversion efficiency into account,
Figure 3 presents a conservative estimate of the relative advantage that
natural gas has over coal when used for electric power generation (assuming low methane leakage rates).
12. These calculations are derived using EPA inventory numbers (total methane emissions in 2010) plus methane emissions from associated natural
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gas production (from the GHGRP; source: http://www.epa.gov/ghgreporting/ghgdata/reported/index.html) in the numerator and total gross
withdrawals in the denominator (source: <http://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/
ng_prod_sum_dcu_NUS_a.htm>).The difference in these estimates
is driven entirely by the significant change in the methodology used
to calculate production emissions—and in particular, emissions from
liquids unloading—in the draft 2013 GHG inventory. A longer discussion of the changes between the 2012 and draft 2013 inventories can be
found in Appendix 1. To ensure comparability between the numerator and
denominator, we assume a 90 percent average methane content of gas.
These leakage rates were calculated based on total annual emissions and
production data from the year 2010, as presented in the 2012 and draft
2013 inventories. Meanwhile, published leakage rate estimates (Table 1)
were calculated assuming different estimated ultimate recovery (EUR)
values, which apply over the lifetime of the average well.
See: <http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/archive/aeo12/source_natural_gas_
all.cfm#uscrude>.
Life cycle stages are a useful categorization of the interconnected steps
in a product’s life cycle for the purposes of organizing processes, data
collection, and inventory results (WRI & WBCSD, 2011). In this paper we
refer to the following life cycle stages: exploration, site preparation, vertical and horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing, well completion, well
production, processing, transmission, and end-use combustion.
The purpose of this discussion is to highlight differences between the
findings of previous studies, both graphically and through discussion.
Unlike Weber and Clavin (2012) or Logan et al. (2012), this study deliberately takes minimal steps to harmonize results from previous studies;
functional units and heating rates are converted, but other assumptions
are not adjusted.
Recognizing significant uncertainties regarding the quality of currently
available data and to avoid replicating the work of others, the goal of
this section is not to produce our own “best estimate” of life cycle GHG
emissions from shale or conventional natural gas resources. For such an
assessment, readers are referred to Weber and Clavin (2012) and Logan
et al. (2012).
Though useful and informative to our assessment, Stephenson et al.
(2012) was not included because it was intended more as a modeling
exercise than as a realistic assessment of upstream emissions from U.S.
natural gas systems; and Hultman (2011) was not included because its
LCA was relatively limited in scope to shale gas only (e.g., not directly
comparable to life cycle emissions from other energy sources).
It should be reiterated that most previous LCA studies rely heavily on
EPA data when calculating life cycle emissions, which helps to explain
why they often reach similar conclusions. As discussed below, Howarth
et al. (2011) estimate much higher leakage rates, which is largely attributable to their choice of alternative data sources.
Authors of the industry report that was used as the source for Howarth
et al.’s (2011) Haynesville emission factor have been sharply critical
of Howarth’s study, charging misuse of their data (IHS/CERA 2011).
Cathles et al. (2012) echo the main criticisms raised by IHS CERA. These
criticisms are disputed in Howarth et al. (2012b).
Potential emissions are the emissions that could have occurred in
absence of the appropriate emissions control technologies. Actual emissions are emissions from the emitting source or activity after application
of emission controls.
The 700 percent estimate used here is derived by comparing Howarth et
al.’s (2011) 4638 Mg CH4/well estimate (converted from Howarth’s Table
1) with O’Sullivan and Paltsev’s (2012) “all-vented” estimate of 632.7
Mg CH4/well (O’Sullivan and Paltsev’s Table 4). Note, the “all vented”
scenario assumes zero flaring or capture.

22. In calculating the high end of his range of life cycle emissions, Howarth
et al. (2011) assumes that liquids unloading emissions of shale gas are
equal to that of conventional gas.
23. Note that Howarth et al. (2011) presented transmission and distributionstage emissions together; however, Figure 4 shows our estimates of
transmission-only emissions, based on Weber and Clavin’s (2012)
analysis of the Howarth study (See Table SI-5, Weber).
24. For the purpose of this paper (and with reference to attributable
processes outlined in the figure in Box 4), “pre-production” includes
exploration, site preparation, vertical and horizontal drilling, hydraulic
fracturing, and well completion; “production” only includes well production; “processing” includes onsite processing and offsite processing;
and “transmission” includes transmission and storage (but not distribution). “End-use combustion” is discussed throughout this working
paper; however, our analysis typically avoids assigning end uses and,
rather, presents end use in terms of heat input, or delivered energy, not
accounting for end-use efficiency (see functional unit, in Box 4). While
the four upstream life cycle stages used by this study include many of the
attributable processes defined by Branosky et al (2012), these stages and
some of the processes included in this paper do not directly align with
processes in Branosky et al.
25. The average efficiency for natural-gas-fired power plants is 41.8 percent,
while coal-fired plants only have an average efficiency of 32.7 percent.
See: endnote 10.
26. Hydraulic fracturing of conventional wells will typically use less than
80,000 gallons of water per well. Meanwhile, unconventional hydraulic
fracturing may use between 3 and 7 million gallons of water per well.
See: <http://www.oilandgasbmps.org/resources/fracing.php>.
27. For this discussion, we rely on National Energy Technology Laboratory
(NETL) data because they have usefully published detailed life cycle
results for methane and carbon dioxide separately.The same data are also
used as the basis for static emissions scenarios, presented in section 4
of this working paper. We reiterate that reasonable assumptions used in
different life cycle assessments lead to different emissions estimates. For
example, Logan et al. (2012) find that CO2 emissions represented more
than half of all upstream GHG emissions for the Barnett Shale basin,
when integrated over a 100-year time frame (find more discussion of
uncertainties in section 2).
28. Though not all studies are consistent in their use of terminology for describing fugitive emissions, we use the following conventions, which are
consistent with the EPA inventory and the IPCC. The difference between
leaked and vented emissions is that leaked emissions refer to unintentional emissions, while vented emissions refer to those intentionally
emitted. Vented emissions also include those inevitable routine releases
from valves and other pneumatic devices. Fugitive emissions refer to
both intentional and unintentional emissions from systems that extract,
process, and deliver fossil fuels.
29. U.S. EPA, 49518 Federal Register / Vol. 77, No. 159 / Thursday, August
16, 2012.
30. O’Sullivan and Paltsev (2012)conducted a detailed analysis of methane
emissions from well completions at nearly 4,000 hydraulically fractured
horizontal wells across multiple natural gas basins in the U.S.
31. See: <http://www.epa.gov/gasstar/documents/ll_plungerlift.pdf>.
32. For more information on vapor recovery units and other abatement
technologies mentioned in this paper, see EPA Gas STAR’s list of recommended technologies and practices at: <http://www.epa.gov/gasstar/
tools/recommended.html>.
33. Note, however, that the extent of natural gas processing is regionally
variable; e.g., some wells produce natural gas containing fewer impurities, thus requiring little or no processing.
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34. See: <http://www.epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/pdfs/20120418tsd.pdf>.
35. See: <http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/1605/ggrpt/documentation/
pdf/0638%282008%29.pdf>.
36. In addition to Alvarez et al. (2012), Moniz et al. (2011, chapter 5) explore
end-use efficiencies, emissions and other demand-side aspects of the
natural gas value chain.
37. For example, the Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy
Outlook 2012 reference case projects an annual growth rate in shale gas
production of 4.1 percent, up from 3.8 percent in the AEO 2011. This
leads to a difference of over 11 percent in EIA’s projection of the proportion of natural gas production from shale in 2035. See: http://www.eia.
gov/forecasts/aeo/source_natural_gas.cfm, Table 14.
38. EPA’s draft GHG inventory for 2013 was released for public comment
on February 22. The final version of the report is slated for release on
April 15, after this working paper goes to press. A discussion of how the
draft 2013 inventory compares to the 2012 inventory can be found in
Appendix 1.
39. Available at: <http://www.api.org/news-and-media/news/newsitems/2012/oct-2012/~/media/Files/News/2012/12-October/API-ANGASurvey-Report.pdf>.
40. See, for example, EPA’s analysis of emissions reductions from the new
rules in Table 3-3 of the agency’s regulatory impact analysis, available at:
<http://www.epa.gov/ttnecas1/regdata/RIAs/oil_natural_gas_final_neshap_nsps_ria.pdf>.
41. The NSPS requires that gas released during well completions be
captured or flared beginning in 2013, and captured beginning in 2015.
Because flaring increases CO2 emissions but reduces methane emissions, the NSPS will result in significant emissions reductions beginning
in 2013, and slightly greater reductions in 2015 and beyond.
42. Due to data limitations, the static emissions scenarios for shale gas and
conventional gas (below) were calculated using methane and carbon
dioxide emissions data provided by NETL, while longer-term emissions
projections were calculated with CO2e emissions data from Weber (which
derives a best estimate based on results from several LCA assessments,
including NETL). Differences between the two studies in the estimates
of methane emissions, primarily from the production and processing
stages, account for the slight discrepancy in calculated emissions reductions in 2015, when comparing the static emissions scenarios and the
long-term emissions projections.
43. These emissions figures were calculated using the 100-year global
warming potential (GWP) of methane, 25.
44. See: <http://epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/pdfs/20120417fs.pdf>.
45. As a simplifying assumption, our analysis does not assume any correlation between EUR and leakage rate.
46. EPA’s draft 2013 inventory adopts the emissions factors for liquids
unloading from the API/ANGA study. Therefore, modeling results for the
post-NSPS emissions projections were comparable between the two data
sources.
47. See: <http://www.epa.gov/otaq/climate/regulations/scc-tsd.pdf>.
48. For example, previous WRI analysis has highlighted the weaknesses
of the working group’s approach (see http://www.wri.org/publication/
more-than-meets-the-eye-social-cost-of-carbon), and the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report notes that, of the more than 100 peer-reviewed
estimates of the social cost of carbon completed by 2007, the mean
value was $43 per metric ton (in 2007 dollars). See: <http://www.ipcc.ch/
publications_and_data/ar4/wg2/en/ch20s20-es.html>.
49. This figure is consistent with the low-ambition, “lackluster” scenario in
other WRI publications, including Bianco et al. (2013). Each technology
is cost-effective even in the absence of a price on carbon emissions,
though with a slightly longer pay-back period.

50. There are many processes beyond those listed here that are cost-effective
means of reducing emissions (EPA 2013c). EPA also demonstrates the
cost savings potential of the technologies on their Gas STAR website, but
due to assumptions that are often less conservative than our own and our
use of updated natural gas price projections, the pay-back periods listed
by EPA may be different from ours.
51. EPA could develop a single rule addressing all three emission mitigation
opportunities listed in this section, in much the same way that their recent NSPS and NESHAP included standards for gas wells, compressors,
controllers, and storage tanks.
52. The API/ANGA survey, and the draft EPA GHG inventory for 2013, conclude that emissions from liquids unloading are only a small fraction of
what EPA estimated in the 2012 GHG inventory. We base our estimates
on the final, peer-reviewed 2012 EPA inventory, but if future studies
determine that liquids unloading does not represent a significant source
of methane emissions, then cost-effective abatement potential will necessarily be reduced from what we present here.
53. As discussed in section 2, the practice of liquids unloading is more
prevalent in conventional gas wells than shale gas wells, much as well
completions and workovers are a more significant source of emissions
from shale gas wells than conventional gas wells. Even as gas production increases in the coming decades—because much of that increase is
likely to come from shale gas (even at the expense of conventional gas
production)—GHG emissions from liquids unloading do not increase
over time.
54. Understanding the prevalence of liquids unloading and the emissions
associated with it is still evolving. For example, in the API/ANGA study,
industry estimates that emissions from liquids unloading accounted for
only 8 million metric tons CO2e in 2010, compared to 85.7 million metric
tons in the EPA inventory. See: <http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/
Downloads/ghgemissions/2012Workshop/EPA-Liquids_Unloading.pdf>.
Forthcoming studies that will include measurement data should bring
some clarity to this issue.
55. According to the Global Methane Initiative, 84 percent of pneumatic
device emissions come from the production stage, and most of the
remainder is from compressor stations in the transmission stage. See
<http://www.globalmethane.org/documents/events_oilgas_20051006_
methanerec_pd_vru_dehy.pdf>.
56. See descriptions of various leak screening techniques at: <http://www.
epa.gov/gasstar/documents/ll_dimgatestat.pdf>.
57. The 1 percent methane leakage rate shown in Figure 17 is calculated
relative to total observed and projected (EIA 2012) dry gas production
of natural gas in the U.S. Since total dry gas production is a lower
number than gross withdrawals (a more typical basis used for calculating leakage rate, Alvarez et al. 2012) this approach results in a relatively
ambitious performance benchmark. Still, given uncertainties regarding
EUR from future wells, we feel that this approach offers a reasonable
approximation.
58. In addition to green completions and reducing emissions from centrifugal compressors with wet seals, as required by the NSPS, the
technologies included in the “go-getter” scenario are plunger lifts, TEG
dehydrators, dessicant dehydrators, improved compressor maintenance,
low-bleed pneumatic controllers, pipeline maintenance and repair, vapor
recovery units, and leak detection and repair. For more details on the
“go-getter” scenario for natural gas systems, see <http://pdf.wri.org/
can_us_get_there_from_here_full_report.pdf>.
59. See <http://www.epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/basic.html>.
60. Ground-level ozone is sometimes NOx-limited and sometimes VOClimited, depending on the part of the country and the time of year.
61. See: <http://www.epa.gov/glo/health.html>. McKenzie et al. (2012)
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found that residents living within ½ mile of natural gas development in
Colorado were at greater risk of health effects caused by exposure to air
toxics, including benzene.
See: <http://www.epa.gov/oar/toxicair/newtoxics.html>.
Methane is a relatively stable organic compound and therefore not regulated by EPA with other VOCs.
The RFF study defined “consensus risks” as those that survey respondents from all four expert groups most frequently identified as needing
further regulatory or voluntary action.
As with previous sections of this working paper, “upstream” refers to
life cycle stages beginning with exploration, up to and including natural
gas transmission and storage, and not including end-use combustion or
distribution systems (i.e., past the city gate). Fugitive methane emissions
from natural gas distribution systems may be a significant source of
emissions and therefore additional policies to address these emissions
are likely worth pursuing; however, these are beyond the scope of this
working paper.
While natural gas systems are the focus of this paper, many of the underlying regulatory authorities and frameworks—at the federal and state
levels—apply equally to the oil and gas industry, more broadly.
These are referred to as “criteria” pollutants because EPA regulates them
by setting permissible levels based on human health and environmental
criteria.The other five “criteria” air pollutants are lead, sulfur dioxide
(SO2), particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and
carbon monoxide (CO).
An updated SIP is not required for areas in marginal nonattainment areas
(only in moderate, serious, severe and extreme nonattainment areas).
See Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Register /Vol. 77, No. 30 /
Tuesday, February 14, 2012, 40 CFR Parts 50 and 51.
See: <http://www.epa.gov/oaqps001/greenbk/hnca.html#8600>.
EPA may delegate authority to states to implement and enforce NSPS
regulations, to the extent that states request such authorities within their
state implementation plans.
See: <http://www.epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/actions.html>.
See: <http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/endangerment/>.
A 2007 U.S. Supreme Court decision required the EPA to make this
scientific determination.The finding was challenged and upheld in a June
2012 decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, which
also affirmed the EPA’s authority to regulate GHGs under the Clean Air
Act.
Several environmental groups—including the NRDC, EDF, Sierra Club,
and Earth Justice—filed a similar notice of intent to sue EPA in August
2012.
See: <http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/ltr_NSPS_Methane_Notice.pdf>.
EPA may delegate authority to states to implement and enforce regulations under section 112, to the extent that states request such authorities
within their state implementation plans.
FY2008 Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.R. 2764).
See: <http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2009-10-30/pdf/E9-23315.pdf>.
See: <http://www.ccdsupport.com/confluence/pages/viewpage.
action?pageId=189038685>.
See: <http://www.ccdsupport.com/confluence/pages/viewpage.
action?pageId=189038686>.
See the EPA fact sheet describing the difference between the GHGRP
and the GHG inventory: <http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/Downloads/
ghgemissions/inventory-factsheet.pdf>.
For more information, see: <http://www.environmentalintegrity.org/
news_reports/documents/2012_10_24TRIPetitionFINALSIGNED.pdf>.
For more information on the statutory authority granted to DOI and BLM
to regulate oil and gas production on Federal and Indian lands, see:

<http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/energy/oil_and_gas/Energy_Facts_
Enforcement.html>.
84. For example, BLM’s Onshore Oil and Gas Order Number 6 from 1990
(available at: <http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/nm/
programs/0/og_docs/onshore_orders.Par.54461.File.dat/ord6.pdf>)
requires gas drillers to submit a drilling operations plan with their application for permit to drill if hydrogen sulfide levels in the gas stream are
expected to be 100 parts per million or greater. Many states eventually
followed suit with hydrogen sulfide rules of their own (see Table 19 of
GAO’s report on Unconventional Oil and Gas Development, available
at: <http://www.gao.gov/assets/650/647782.pdf>). Colorado’s rule in
particular is very similar to BLM’s Onshore Oil and Gas Order Number 6.
85. For more information, see: <http://www.blm.gov/wy/st/en/info/NEPA/
documents/pfo/anticline/seis.html>.
86. See: <http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/ut/vernal_fo/planning/greater_natural_buttes/record_of_decision.Par.86388.File.dat/
Cover_ROD.pdf>.
87. See: <https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2012/05/11/2012-11304/
oil-and-gas-well-stimulation-including-hydraulic-fracturing-on-federaland-indian-lands>.
88. In September 2012, a petition was filed for the secretary of the Department of Interior to expand agency efforts to reduce air emissions
from oil and gas operations: <http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/programs/public_lands/energy/dirty_energy_development/oil_and_gas/
pdfs/12_9_11__BLM_Nonwaste_Petition.pdf>.
89. See: <http://www.colorado.gov/cs/Satellite/CDPHE-AP/
CBON/1251594423029>.
90. Wyoming DEQ. 2010, “Oil and Gas Production Facilities Chapter 6,
Section 2 Permitting Guidance.”Available at: <http://deq.state.wy.us/aqd/
oilgas.asp>.
91. Find other examples and further discussion of western states with air
regulations of the oil and gas sector that predate or go further than the
NSPS/NESHAP rule in Gribovicz (2011).
92. Full text of the bill is available at: <http://ilga.gov/legislation/98/HB/
PDF/09800HB2615lv.pdf>.
93. For a summary of the bill and its provisions, see <http://elpc.org/illinoisfrackingbill>.
94. See: <http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=4030>.
95. See: <http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/er/executive_summary.cfm>.
96. Fuel Retention Practices of Natural Gas Companies, FERC
Stats.&Regs.¶ 35,556 (2007) (Notice of Inquiry). Available at: <http://
www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2007/092007/G-1.pdf>.
97. See: <http://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2009/031909/G-2.
pdf>.
98. For example, since 2009, FERC has been leading an initiative to assess
the economic viability of installing waste heat recovery systems at compressor stations to increase their energy efficiency. See: <http://www.ferc.
gov/about/strat-docs/FY-09-14-strat-plan-print.pdf>.
99. See: <http://www.naturalgas.org/business/industry.asp>.
100. See: <http://www.shell.us/aboutshell/shell-businesses/onshore/principles.html>.
101. See: <http://037186e.netsolhost.com/site/performance-standards/>.
102. See: <http://fracfocus.org/>.
103. See: <http://www.ewg.org/release/california-issues-early-draft-fracking-regulations>.
104. A lack of high-quality, comprehensive data has hindered the development of such rules in the past. For example, data limitations with
respect to VOC emissions from oil production operations was cited by
EPA as a primary reason why the NSPS/NESHAP rules did not apply to
oil wells with associated natural gas.
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105. We gratefully acknowledge the experts who attended an all-day
workshop that WRI co-hosted with the Environmental Defense Fund
on October 16, 2012. The policy options in this study were developed
based on WRI research. While these options draw heavily from input
provided at the workshop, they are not necessarily endorsed by the
workshop participants.
106. RBLC stands for “RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse.” Reasonably
achievable control technology (RACT), best available control technology
(BACT), and lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) are all terms for
different program requirements under the Clean Air Act. For information
on the clearinghouse, see: <http://cfpub.epa.gov/RBLC/>.
107. See: <http://www.epa.gov/ozoneadvance/>.
108. See: <http://www.edf.org/energy/natural-gas-policy>.
109. See: <http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/permitting/air/announcements/
nsr_announce_9_30_09.html>.
110. The TRI was established by Congress in 1986, as part of the Emergency
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.
111. For more information, see: <http://www.environmentalintegrity.org/
news_reports/documents/2012_10_24TRIPetitionFINALSIGNED.pdf>.
112. This could be conducted by the National Energy Technology Laboratory,
which is already engaged in research designed to reduce the environmental risks associated with developing unconventional natural gas
resources. See: <http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/oil-gas/ngres/
index.html>.
113. Per AEO
114. See: <http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/usinventoryreport.html>.
115. As a party to the convention, the U.S. has agreed to annually submit an
official GHG inventory. The U.S. has also committed to the convention’s
objective to achieve “stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in
the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system.”
116. The year 2007 is chosen as a benchmark for illustrative purposes only.
117. Find basic information on the rule here: <http://www.epa.gov/ghgreporting/basic-info/index.html>.
118. Find specifics of Subpart W here: <http://www.epa.gov/ghgreporting/
reporters/subpart/w.html>.
119. See: <http://www.ccdsupport.com/confluence/pages/viewpage.
action?pageId=189038685>.
120. See: <http://www.ccdsupport.com/confluence/pages/viewpage.
action?pageId=189038685>.
121. See: <http://www.edf.org/news/2012/10/11/study-will-measure-methane-leakage-during-natural-gas-operations>.
122. See: <http://www.engr.utexas.edu/news/7416-allenemissionsstudy>.
123. See: <http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/Downloads/
ghgemissions/2012Workshop/EDF_Alvarez.pdf>.
124. Harmonization is a form of meta-analysis, through which results from
previous studies are systematically adjusted to enable more direct
comparisons.
125. This best estimate is bound by a large range of uncertainty, with
possible leakage rates from 2.3 percent to 7.7 percent of total annual
production.
126. See: <http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/archive/aeo12/table_14.cfm>.
127. Since Shires and Lev-On (2012) was not a peer-reviewed study, its
findings may remain an issue of dispute.
128. EPA had estimated that 0.118 workovers (i.e., refractures) occur per
well-year. This translates to 3.5 refractures during the average 30-year
well lifetime (NETL).
129. Since the final rule had not yet been published.
130. For the same process, GHG emissions may be calculated using top-

131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

140.
141.

down or bottom-up approaches (Weber and Clavin 2012). Top-down
methods are typically based on aggregated data that are representative
of national or basin-wide emissions. Bottom-up methods rely more
on site-specific emissions measurements and process engineering
calculations that are specific to emission pathways.
Text of the final rule available at: <http://www.epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/pdfs/20120417finalrule.pdf>.
See: <http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/usinventoryreport.
html>.
See: <http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/archive/aeo11/>.
Emissions of CO2 in natural gas systems are primarily due to flaring at
the wellhead and the use of electricity or natural gas to power equipment at each stage in the gas life cycle.
See Technical Support Document (TSD) for NSPS rule, pp. 1-14. Available at: <http://www.epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/pdfs/20120418tsd.
pdf>.
Using an average methane content of unprocessed shale gas of 83
percent, as listed in TSD (EPA 2012c).
The 95 percent and 90 percent figures are both taken from the TSD (EPA
2012c).
To convert CH4 to CO2, we referred to the chemical formula (CH4 +
2O2  2H2O + CO2) and used the atomic weights of each molecule to
convert 1 metric ton of CH4 to 2.8 metric tons of CO2.
Equipment covered by the NSPS includes reciprocating compressors,
wet seal centrifugal compressors and pneumatic devices during the
processing stage, and compressor and pipeline leaks during the preproduction and production lifecycle stages.
For descriptions of these technologies as well as their costs, see:
<http://www.epa.gov/gasstar/tools/recommended.html>.
Some of our payback periods are longer than those calculated by EPA,
due to differing methodologies, updated projections of gas prices, and
our more conservative approach.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Bleed rate: The rate at which natural gas is released from pneumatic devices
during normal operations.
Blowdown: The removal of undesirable gas from a well or production
system through venting or flaring. Wells that have been shut in for a period
frequently develop a gas cap caused by gas percolating through the fluid
column in the wellbore that needs to be removed before work can commence
on the well (adapted from Schlumberger 2012).
Combustion: The process of igniting a fuel (typically in a boiler, incinerator,
or engine) to release energy in the form of heat.
Compressors: Mechanical devices that pressurize a gas to reduce its
volume.
Distribution: The conveyance of natural gas and associated products to the
end user through local pipeline systems (adapted from API 2012). Distribution pipelines are smaller in diameter than transmission pipelines.
Equipment leaks: Emissions that could not reasonably pass through a
stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent opening.
Expected ultimate recovery: The amount of gas expected to be economically recovered from a reservoir or field by the end of its producing life
(adapted from Schlumberger 2012).
Exploration: Generally, the act of searching for potential subsurface
reservoirs of gas or oil. Methods include the use of magnetometers, gravity
meters, seismic exploration, surface mapping, exploratory drillings, and
other such methods (AGA 2012).
Flaring: Deliberate burning of natural gas and waste gas/vapor streams,
without energy recovery (IPCC 2006).
Flowback: Used treatment fluid, natural gas and debris that returns to the
surface upon release of pressure on the wellbore in the hydraulic fracturing
attributable process (adapted from Branosky et al. 2012).
Fugitive emissions: Both intentional and unintentional emissions from
systems that extract, process, and deliver fossil fuels (IPCC 2006).
Global Warming Potential (GWP): Calculated as the ratio of the radiative forcing of one kilogram of greenhouse gas emitted to the atmosphere to
that from one kilogram of CO2 over a period of time (e.g., 100 years) (IPCC
2006).
Heating value: The amount of heat produced by the complete combustion of
a unit quantity of fuel. The gross of higher heating value is obtained when all
of the products of combustion are cooled to the temperature existing before
combustion, the water vapor formed during combustion is condensed, and
all the necessary corrections have been made. The net or lower heating value
is obtained by subtracting the latent heat of vaporization of the water vapor,
formed by the combustion of the hydrogen in the fuel, from the gross or
higher heating value (AGA 2012).
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Hydraulic fracturing: A stimulation treatment in which specially engineered
fluids are pumped at high pressure and rate into the reservoir interval to be
treated, causing vertical fractures to open. Proppant, such as grains of sand
of a particular size, is mixed with the treatment fluid to keep the fractures
open once the treatment is complete (adapted from Schlumberger 2012).
Liquids unloading: The process of removing liquid from the wellbore that
would otherwise slow production in a mature well. Some approaches include
using a down-hole pump or reducing the wellhead pressure (Branosky et al.
2012).
Processing (onsite and offsite): The act of removing assorted hydrocarbons or impurities such as sulfur and water from recovered natural gas. Initial settling could occur in onsite storage pipes or tanks. Natural gas is then
transported offsite through gathering lines, where further processing occurs.
Shale gas systems: All of the processes, equipment, and associated emissions from the upstream (i.e., up to, but not including, combustion) stages of
the shale gas life cycle.
Site preparation: The act of priming a location for natural gas activities,
including securing permits, procuring water and materials, constructing the
well pad, preparing access roads, laying gathering lines, and building other
necessary infrastructure.
Storage: Process of containing natural gas, either locally in high pressure
pipes and tanks or underground in natural geologic reservoirs (e.g., salt
domes, depleted oil and gas fields) over the short- or long-term (adapted
from AGA 2012 and SOG 2012).
Transmission: Gas physically transferred and delivered from a source or
sources of supply to one or more delivery points (EIA 2011).Transmission
lines are larger in diameter than distribution lines.
Vented emissions: Intentional or designed releases of CH4 or CO2 containing natural gas or hydrocarbon gas (not including stationary combustion flue
gas), including process designed flow to the atmosphere through seals or
vent pipes, equipment blowdown for maintenance, and direct venting of gas
used to power equipment (such as pneumatic devices).
Vertical and horizontal drilling: The directional deviation of a wellbore
from vertical to horizontal so that the borehole penetrates a productive shale
formation in a manner parallel to the formation (adapted from OSHA 2012).
WRI assumes that the vertical and horizontal drilling attributable process
includes disposal of mud (i.e., liquid circulating the wellbore during drilling)
and placement and cementing of the well casing.
Volatile organic compound (VOC): Organic chemicals, either manmade or
naturally occurring, that can be dangerous to human health or the environment. Though most are not acutely toxic, they can have negative long-term
health effects.
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Well closure/site remediation: At the end of a well’s working life, the process of ending production by plugging the wellbore, removing equipment,
and returning the site to pre-drilling conditions.
Well completion: A generic term used to describe the events and equipment necessary to bring a wellbore into production once drilling operations
have been concluded, including but not limited to the assembly of equipment
required to enable safe and efficient production from a gas well (adapted from
Schlumberger 2012). The attributable process of well completion primarily
includes the flowback of fluids and gases to the surface through the well
borehole. WRI does not consider placement and cementing of the well casing
as an activity in well completion (see vertical and horizontal drilling).
Well production: The process that occurs after successfully completing
attributable processes in the material acquisition and pre-processing stage
during which hydrocarbons are drained from a gas field (adapted from
Schlumberger 2012). Recovered hydrocarbons may return produced water
to the surface that requires treatment before disposal.
Workover: The performance of one or more of a variety of remedial operations on a producing well to try to increase production (OSHA 2012).
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